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Abstract 
    Languages apply different forms of references to participants in 
narratives. According to Levinsohn (2010), participant reference 
forms can be a complete ellipsis of the reference, an implicit 
reference conveyed by the inflection of the verb, independent 
pronouns including personal and demonstrative, and, at last, using a 
full noun phrase. Such discourse devices are closely related to the 
author’s intention in representing the status of the participants in a 
narrative, that can be a major or a minor one, and highlighting certain 
events. Following Levinsohn’s (ibid) model, the aim of the present 
study is to investigate and describe the use of different forms of 
participant reference and the ways of introducing the major and 
minor participants as well as the way of emphasizing on the 
introduction of participants in the narratives of Ferdowsi’s 
Shahnameh. To accomplish this purpose, five stories of Shahnameh 
have been selected. Then they have been described based on 
Levinsohn’s (ibid) categorization on participants reference. The 
findings of the research have shown that Ferdowsi has made use of 
different forms of participant reference, various ways of introduction 
of major and minor participants and also special ways of highlighting 
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the introduction of participants in those stories of Shahnameh under 
investigation. 
Keywords: participant reference, narrative, ellipsis, implicit 
reference, independent pronouns,    noun phrase, Shahnameh     
 
Introduction 
   There are some reasons for the importance of awareness about how 
participants are referred to in a discourse. Two major reasons are 
provided by Dooley and Levinsohn (2001: 60) as these lines: First, ‘a 
hearer (or analyst) needs to be able to understand who is doing what 
to whom. Secondly, a producer of discourse needs to be able to make 
the same kind of information clear to the hearers or readers’. They, 
further, believe such a task is not a simple one, since languages 
employ different patterns of reference. However, all such patterns 
reflect familiar patterns of cognition and discourse organization. 
   In this respect, Chafe (1994: 97) offers ‘If language is to function 
effectively, a speaker is obliged to categorize a shared referent in a 
way that allows the listener to identify it’. Likewise, Levelt (1989) 
proposes that the production of referring expressions involves 
calculating the accessibility of each referent in terms of the 
addressee’s mental state. 
   The participants of a narrative can be a major or a minor one. 
Accordingly, the way of introducing them will be different. Dooley 
and Levinsohn (2001: 119) define major and minor participants as: 
‘major participants are those which are active for a large part of the 
narrative and play leading roles; minor participants are activated 
briefly and lapse into deactivation’. 
   With respect to the importance of knowing different patterns of 
reference and, particularly, participant reference, some studies have 
been done in different languages, among which we can refer to some 
in what follows. 
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  Hickmann’s (2004) research is the one in which using referring 
expressions including noun phrases, pronouns and null elements for 
introducing the reference by 4-10 year children and also a control 
group of adults in English, German, French and Chinese languages 
have been investigated. This study, being based on narratives 
produced by different age groups of children and adults according to 
two picture stories, suggested that the distribution of using each of 
these linguistic devices is not identical across ages in each language.  
 
In all age groups, pronouns are significantly more frequent than 
nouns in French and Chinese, but the reverse is true for German and 
no difference in using pronouns and nouns is observed in English. 
The only important age effect indicates that the use of pronouns 
decreases in French in adults, and, in Chinese, it decreases to the age 
of 7 but, after that age, it increases. Among these four languages null 
elements are more frequent in Chinese, followed by English and, 
then by German, however, they are rare in French. This variation can 
be in consequence of different syntactic, semantic and morphological 
properties of different languages. 
   In a study, Arnold and Griffin (2007) examined the process of 
choosing between pronouns and proper names among 23 English 
speaking students by two story-telling experiments. They declared 
that such choices are traditionally attributed to speakers striving to 
make referring expressions maximally interpretable to addressees. 
Nevertheless, the results of their experiments revealed, even when a 
pronoun would not be ambiguous, the presence of another character 
in the discourse decreased the use of a pronoun. When the referent 
character appeared alone in the stimulus picture, the presence of 
another character in the preceding discourse reduced the rate of the 
use of pronouns. Therefore, the process of choosing between 
pronouns and proper names for a character in the narrative depends 
on the presence or absence of another character. 
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   Wubs, et al. (2009) investigated the use of a pronoun or a full noun 
phrase (NP) for re-introducing the referring subject. They found that 
a full NP is unambiguous, but is more complex than a pronoun. A 
pronoun, on the other hand, is a highly economical form, but it may 
be interpreted incorrectly by the listener. According to their results, 
adult participants (with the mean age 24) almost exclusively used full 
NPs to reintroduce the first character. In contrast, the 4-7 year old 
children showed a preference for using pronouns rather than full 
NPs. That is, children often produced pronouns that were 
unrecoverable for a listener. 
   Other observations related to the production of reference indicate 
that speakers use pronouns more often when referring to a character 
that is the grammatical subject (Arnold, 2000) or first-mentioned 
entity in the preceding clause (Gernsbacher, et al., 1989).  
    As to the use of various devices representing the reference in 
different languages, Givón (1983:18) provides a scale of reference 
devices in languages; as given in Table (1): 
 

1. The use of different reference devices in languages 
Scale of coding weight for referring expressions: 
Most Coding Material full noun phrases 
 stressed/independent pronouns 
 unstressed/bound pronouns 

(“agreement”) 
Least Coding Material zero anaphora 
 
   Dooley and Levinsohn (2001: 56), with respect to Table (1), 
propose the difference between languages, that is, different levels of 
using these devices are not the same in all languages and each 
language has its own specific way of reference representation.  
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   Moreover, a viable system of reference in any language must 
accomplish three kinds of tasks. Dooley and Levinsohn (ibid.) 
provide these three tasks as below: 
 1. Semantic task: Identify the referents unambiguously, 
distinguishing them from other possible ones. 
2. Discourse-pragmatic task: Signal the activation status and 
prominence of the referents or the      actions they perform. 
3. Processing task: Overcome disruptions in the flow of information. 
    
   Since the present study considers discourse-pragmatic task of 
different forms of reference in some of the narratives of Ferdowsi’s 
Shahnameh, it should be mentioned that participants status in a 
narrative can be one of these states. In this regard, the participants are 
introduced, they are maintained in the scene; they leave the scene; 
they may be reintroduced and they may return to the scene after they 
left it.  
   As it can be seen in some researches carried out in different 
languages, the use of reference devices illustrates various patterns. 
Consequently, the aim of this study is to investigate and describe the 
use of different discourse devices employed to show participant 
reference in 5 stories (Khans) of Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh based on the 
patterns introduced in Levinsohn (2010), namely, complete ellipsis of 
reference, implicit reference conveyed only by the inflection of the 
verb, using independent pronouns including personal and 
demonstrative pronouns, and finally the use of a full noun phrase. 
Then the ways of introducing the major and minor participants and 
also the way of highlighting them will be described.  
 
Method 
   To accomplish the aim of studying and describing the use of 
different discourse devices for participant reference in some stories 
of Shahnameh, based on Levinsohn’s pattern (ibid), 5 stories (Khans) 
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have been selected from Rostam’s Seven-Khans. Indeed, each Khan 
is considered as a narrative having a beginning, an end and major and 
minor participants in discourse analysis. In each Khan as a story, a 
major and a minor participant have been determined: in all 5 Khans 
the major participant is ‘Rostam’; but minor participant in the first, 
second and third Khan is ‘Horse’; in the fourth Khan the minor 
participant is ‘Witch’; in the fifth Khan the minor participant is 
‘Olad’ (a proper noun). Each story has been described separately and 
different forms of participant reference including complete ellipsis of 
reference, implicit reference conveyed only by the inflection of the 
verb, independent pronouns including personal and demonstrative 
pronouns, full noun phrases have been identified, described and 
exemplified. The literal meaning of the described cases in the 
examples have been given in parentheses. It should be mentioned 
that all the examples have been adopted from Moscow version of 
Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh (1388: 177-186).  
3. Data Description 
   As previously mentioned, different forms of participant reference 
provided by Levinsohn (2010) have been applied on major and minor 
participants in 5 stories (Khans). Each story (Khan) is described and 
exemplified separately in what follows.  
 
3.1 First Story (Khan) 
   In the first story, the use of complete ellipsis of the reference is 
considerable for the major participant. It can be seen in example (1), 
in which the major participant, ‘Rostam’ has been deleted.  

    شب تيره را روز پنداشتی   دو روزه به يک روزه بگذاشتی) ١(
   The inflection of the verb has also been used for the major 
participant reference, ‘Rostam’, in example (1). The inflection of 
verbs [bogzɑʃt-i] بگذاشتی (He passed) and [pendɑʃt-i] پنداشتی (He 
thought) refers to the major participant of the story, ‘Rostam’, where 
the suffix [-i], as a verb ending, corresponds to the major participant. 
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   Independent personal pronouns have been used for the major 
participant reference, too. It is shown in the following example: 

  من اين گرز و اين مغفر جنگجوی    اگر تو شدی کشته در چنگ اوی) ٢(
   In example (2), [man] من (I) in the second hemistich is an 
independent personal pronoun which refers to the major participant, 
‘Rostam’. 
   However, a subset of pronouns, called dependent pronouns or 
pronominal clitics has been found in this story, as shown in the 
example (3): 

 تو را جنگ با شير کوته شدی    سرم گر ز خواب خوش آگه شدی) ٣(
   In (3), the dependent pronoun [-am] –َم  in [sar-am] سرم refers to the 
major participant. 
   The use of full noun phrase for the major participant reference can 
be illustrated in (4), in which ‘Rostam’ appears as a full noun phrase 
and refers to the main participant: 
  

    جهان ديد بر شير تاريک و تنگ    چو بيدار شد رستم تيز چنگ ) ۴(
   It is worth mentioning that a demonstrative pronoun has not been 
found in this story for the major participant reference. 
   As to the minor participant of the first story, ‘Asb’/‘Rakhsh’ 
[asb]/[raxʃ] (Horse), the evidence shows that complete ellipsis and 
the inflection of verb have been used for the participant reference, as 
in (5): 

 همان تيز دندان به پشت اندرش  دو دست اندر آورد و زد بر سرش) ۵(
   In this verse, the verb [ɑvard] آورد (He raised) has the inflection of 
zero morph [-ø], {third-person, singular}, which refers to ‘Rakhsh’. 
By virtue of using the inflection of verb in this verse, noun phrase, 
‘Rakhsh’, has undergone ellipsis.  
  Independent personal pronouns can be seen for the minor 
participant reference, such as the example (2), repeated here as (6) 
for convenience: 

 من اين گرز و اين مغفر جنگجوی    اگر تو شدی کشته در چنگ اوی) ۶(
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  In the first hemistich [to] تو (you) is an independent personal 
pronoun which refers to the minor participant, ‘Rakhsh’. 
  The data show that a full noun phrase is used with other forms of 
devices for the minor participant reference, as well. Example (7) 
represents this fact: 

 به تابنده روز و شبان سياه    بدين سان همی رخش ببريد راه) ٧(
   In example (7), reference has been used in the form of a full noun 
phrase for ‘Rakhsh’. 
   Similarly, the use of demonstrative pronouns for the minor 
participant reference has not been found in this story. 
   In (8), the dependent pronoun [-at] َت-   (you) in [goft-at] گفتت (He 
said to you) has been used for minor participant reference. 

   که گفتت که با شير کن کارزار؟    کای هوشيار: چنين گفت با رخش) ٨(
3.2 Second Story (Khan) 
   As the first story, in the second story the major participant is 
‘Rostam’, and the minor participant is ‘Rakhsh’. 
   The use of complete ellipsis of reference and the inflection of verb 
is considerable for the major participant among verses of the second 
story, as illustrated in (9): 

 سوی آسمان کرد روی آنگهی    همی جست بر چاره جستن رهی) ٩(
   In both hemistiches of this verse, ‘Rostam’ has undergone ellipsis. 
In addition, the verbs [dʒost] جست (He found) and [ruj kard] روی کرد 
(He looked) have the inflection verb zero morph  [-ø] which refers to 
‘Rostam’. 
  In the second story, independent personal pronouns have been used 
for the major participant reference, as represented in (10): 

 بدان گيتی آگنده کن گنج من    از رنج منگرايندوک خشنودی ) ١٠(
   In the both hemistiches of the above example, [man] من (I) refers to 
the major participant, ‘Rostam’. 
   In (11), the dependent pronoun [-aʃ]  -َش (his) in [pilvɑr-aʃ] پيلوارش 
(his strong body) has been used for major participant reference. 

 که از تشنگی سست و آشفته شد    تن پيلوارش چنان تفته شد) ١١ (
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  The observations indicate that a full noun phrase has been used for 
the major participant reference, as well. Consider example (12) for a 
full noun phrase: 

 زبان گشته از تشنگی چاک چاک     بران گرم خاکبيفتاد رستم) ١٢(
   In (12), the full noun phrase ‘Rostam’ refers to the major 
participant. 
   Demonstrative pronouns have not been found for the major 
participant in the second story. 
 
   The use of complete ellipsis and the inflection of verb in the second 
story can be seen for the minor participant reference, as in (13): 

 بکردار خورشيد شد تابناک    همه تن بشستش بران آب پاک) ١٣(
   As it is clear from this example, verb [ʃod] شد (He became) has the 
verb inflection zero morph [-ø] which refers to ‘Rakhsh’. In the 
second hemistich of this verse we can see also an example of 
complete ellipsis of reference, minor participant, ‘Rakhsh’.    
   In example (13), the word [beʃost-aʃ] بشستش (He washed him) has 
the dependent pronoun [-aʃ]  -  ش  (him) refers back to the minor 
participant, ‘Rakhsh’. 
   In this story, independent personal pronouns have also been used 
for the minor participant reference, as in (14): 

  تو با ديو و شيران مشو جنگجو   اگر دشمن آيد سوی من بپوی) ١۴(
    Example (14) shows that, in the second hemistich, [to] تو (you) 
refers to the minor participant, ‘Rakhsh’. In this verse, there is 
another independent personal pronoun, [man] من (I) which refers 
back to the major participant, ‘Rostam’. 
   In the second story, a full noun phrase has been used for the minor 
participant reference, ‘Rakhsh’. It can be illustrated in example (15): 

 همی رفت پويان، به کردار مست    پياده شد از اسب و ژوپين بدست) ١۵(
   In (15), the reference to the minor participant is the full noun 
phrase [asb] اسب  (Horse).  
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   The use of demonstrative pronouns for the minor participant 
reference has not also been found in this story. 
 
3.3 Third Story (Khan) 
   In the third story, complete ellipsis has been used for the major 
participant reference, as shown in (16): 

 زمين کرد پر آتش از کارزار    ريد بر سان ابر بهار بغ) ١۶(
   In example (16), in fact ‘Rostam’, major participant reference 
undergoes ellipsis. 
 
  The evidence in this story indicate that the inflection of verb has 
been used for major participant reference. Accordingly, consider 
example (17): 

 شد آن اژدهای دژم ناپديد    بگرد بيابان يکی بنگريد ) ١٧(
   In the first hemistich, the verb [bengari:d] بنگريد (He looked) has 
the inflection zero morph [-ø] which refers to ‘Rostam’. 
  In the third story, independent personal pronouns have been used 
for the major participant reference, as in (18): 

  که زاينده را بر تو بايد گريست    بدو اژدها گفت نام تو چيست) ١٨(
  In both hemistiches of this example, there are two independent 
personal pronouns [to] تو (you) which refer to the main participant, 
‘Rostam’.   
   Similarly, the full noun phrase has been used for the major 
participant reference, ‘Rostam’. Consider the following example: 

 چو باد دمان نزد رستم دويد    هم از بهر رستم دلش نارميد) ١٩(
  In this story, demonstrative pronouns have not been observed for 
the major participant reference.    
  Different forms of reference have also been used for the minor 
participant; the use of complete ellipsis is shown in (20): 

 چو تندر خروشيد و افشاند دم    همی کوفت بر خاک رويينه سم ) ٢٠(
   In (20), the reference for minor participant undergoes complete 
ellipsis. It means that ‘Rakhsh’ has been deleted. 
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   In example (21), verbs [tag ɑvard] تگ آورد (He run), [kand] کند  (He 
dug) and [paxʃ kard] پخش کرد (He spread) have the inflection of verb 
of zero morph ø which refers to ‘Rakhsh’.  

 همی کند خاک و همی کرد پخش    ببالين رستم تگ آورد رخش) ٢١(
   For the minor participant reference by independent personal 
pronouns, consider the following example: 

  نيامد بفرجام هم زو رها    برآويخت با او بجنگ اژدها) ٢٢(
  The independent personal pronoun [u] او (he) in example (22) refers 
to the minor participant, ‘Rakhsh’. 
  Furthermore, in the first hemistich of the example (19), repeated 
here as (23), the dependent pronoun [-aʃ]  -َش  (his) in [del-aʃ] دلش (his 
heart) can be found which refers to the minor participant of the story. 

 چو باد دمان نزد رستم دويد    هم از بهر رستم دلش نارميد) ٢٣(
   As given in the following example, the full noun phrase has been 
used for the minor participant reference: 

 ن کاو سر خفته بيدار کردازا    ابا رخش بر خيره پيکار کرد ) ٢۴(
  However, demonstrative pronouns have not been found in this story 
for the minor participant reference. 
 
3.4 Fourth Story (Khan) 
   In the fourth story different forms of reference have been used for 
the major participant, that is, ‘Rostam’. Among those forms, the 
complete ellipsis and the inflection of verb are exemplified in (25): 

 خم منزل جادو اندر گرفت    نشست از بر زين و ره بر گرفت) ٢۵(
   In (25), verbs [neʃast] نشست (He sat) and [bar gereft] بر گرفت (He 
departed) have the inflection of verb zero morph [-ø] which refers to 
the major participant. The reference for the major participant, 
therefore, undergoes complete ellipsis in this verse. 
  The independent personal pronouns have been used in the fourth 
story for the major participant. Consider the following example: 

  از آواز او ديــو شــد ناپديد    خور جاودان بد چو رستم رسيد) ٢۶(
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   The independent personal pronoun [u] او (he) in the example refers 
to the major participant, ‘Rostam’.  
   Regarding other forms of participant reference, the use of a full 
noun phrase can be seen in (27): 

 که از روز شاديش بهره غم است    که آواره و بد نشان رستم است) ٢٧(
   In this example, the full noun phrase ‘Rostam’ has been used for 
the main participant reference. In (27), dependent pronoun [-aʃ] –َش  
in [ʃɑdij-aʃ] شاديش has also been used for the main participant 
reference. 
   In the fourth story the minor participant is ‘Witch’ [zane 
dʒɑdugar]. Different forms of participant reference have been used 
for the minor participant in this story, too.  
   The complete ellipsis form is shown in (28), in which the reference 
for the minor participant [zane dʒɒdugar]  زن جادوگر (Witch) has 
undergone ellipsis. 

 تهمتن سبک چون درو بنگريد    سيه گشت چون نام يزدان شنيد ) ٢٨(
   In (29), the verb inflection zero morph [-ø] in [bijɑrɑst] بياراست  
(She adorned) refers to the minor participant of the story. 

 و گــــرچنــد زيبا نبودش نگار    بيـــاراســـت رخ را بسان بهار ) ٢٩(
  In the above example, dependent pronoun [-aʃ] –َش  in [nabud-aʃ] 
refers to the minor participant, too. 
  In the following example, the independent personal pronoun [u]  
 :refers to the minor participant, [zane dʒɑdugar] (Witch) (she)او

 نهفته برنگ اندر اهريمنست   ندانست کاو جادوی ريمنست) ٣٠(
   As it is obvious, in (31), the full noun phrase [zane dʒɑdu] زن جادو 
(Witch) has been used for the minor participant reference. 

  همان ناله رستم و زخم رود    به گوش زن جادو آمد سرود) ٣١(
   However, demonstrative pronouns have not been found in this 
story for the major and minor participant reference. 
 
3.5 Fifth Story (Khan) 
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   The major participant in the fifth story is also ‘Rostam’. Different 
forms of reference are used for the major participant, for the 
complete ellipsis and the inflection of verb consider the following 
example: 

 به خوی اندرون غرقه بد مغفرش    برون کرد ببر بيان از برش) ٣٢(
   The inflection of verb zero morph [-ø] in [borun kard]برون کرد (He 
took out) refers to ‘Rostam’, as the major participant. The use of 
complete ellipsis for the reference to ‘Rostam’, can be seen in (32), 
as well. In addition, in this example, the dependent pronoun [-aʃ]  –
َ ش (his) in [bar-aʃ] برش (his body) and [meqfar-aʃ] مغفرش (his 
helmet) can be found. 
   The following example indicates the use of the independent 
personal pronoun [man]من  (I) for the major participant reference, 
‘Rostam’.  

  بگـــردانم از شاه مازندران       من اين تخت و اين تاج و گرز گران ) ٣٣(
   In the following example, the use of a full noun phrase, ‘Rostam’, 
for the major participant reference has been shown: 

 يکی چوب زد گرم بر پای اوی    سوی رستم و رخش بنهاد روی) ٣۴(
   The minor participant, ‘Olad’, also is present in this story with 
different forms of reference. The following examples indicate this 
fact. In the both hemistiches of (35) the reference of ‘Olad’ 
undertakes complete ellipsis: 

 بنخچيرگه بر پی شير ديد    چو از دشتبان اين شگفتی شنيد) ٣۵(
   In example (36), the inflection of verb zero morph [-ø] in [beʃnid]  
برون  and [borun ɑmad] (He returned) برگشت [bargaʃt] ,(He heard)بشنيد
 .’refer to the minor participant, ‘Olad (He went out)  آمد

 برون آمد از درد دل همچو دود    چو بشنيد اوالد برگشت زود) ٣۶(
   Furthermore, in the above example, the full noun phrase, [olɑd]  
 .has been applied for the minor participant reference (Olad)اوالد
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   For the minor participant of this story, ‘Olad’, the independent 
personal pronoun [to] تو  (you) has been used, as in the following 
example: 

  ار ايدونک کّژی نياری بکار    تو باشی برين بوم و بر شهريار ) ٣٧(
   Likewise, demonstrative pronouns have not been used in this story 
for the major and minor participants. 
   
Conclusion 
   In this study, the use of different discourse forms of participant 
reference including complete ellipsis of reference, an implicit 
reference conveyed by the inflection of the verb, independent 
pronouns including personal as well as demonstrative, and, at last, 
the use of a full noun phrase have been studied and described in 5 
stories (Khans) of Rostam’s Seven-Khans in Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh.  
 
The study of each discourse form in relation to the major and minor 
participants show that Hakim Abolghasem Ferdowsi has used 
different discourse forms for the major and minor participant 
reference, except demonstrative pronouns which have not been found 
in the stories under investigation. Among different reference devices, 
using the inflection of verb is considerable, which can be considered 
as the consequence of specific property of Persian language. As 
Mahootian (1384: 54-55) suggests since Persian is a pro-drop 
language, the subject is mostly deleted, subject is distinguishable 
from the inflection of the verb or from the pragmatic signs which are 
present in the register. Because of this fact, complete ellipsis of 
reference is observable in most cases where the inflection of the verb 
has been used, instead. The observations, further, show that in 
addition to the different forms of reference provided by Levinsohn 
(2010), dependent pronouns or pronominal clitics have commonly 
been used as another form of the participant reference in the 
narratives of Shahnameh under investigation.  
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Sohrab's Transition to Manhood was Gloomy:                         
A Psychoanalytic study of Sohrab and Rostam's Story 

 
Abstract 
The story of Sohrab and Rostam in shahnameh has been looked at 
from different angles by various scholars so far that there are few 
souls on earth who don’t know about it. But I came to realize that 
there is a bizarre resemblance in the plot of the story and some basic 
tenets of psychoanalysis pioneered by Austrian physician Sigmund 
Freud and developed by his followers Carl Jung and Jacques Lacan. 
With Freud propounding the idea of Oedipus complex and the plot of 
Sohrab and Rostam's story which revolves around the unknowing 
quarrel between father and son this resemblance is crystal clear. 
Being totally aware of the inadequacies of psychoanalytic criticism, 
especially from aesthetics point of view, this paper is written to 
elaborate on Sohrab and Rostam's story, the diamond of Ferdowsi's 
magnum opus Shahnameh yet from another angle which is Freudian. 
Key words: Sohrab and Rostam_ psychoanalysis _ Freud_ Oedipus 
Complex. 
Introduction 
There are many stories in Shahnameh that are worth noting and 
paying ample attention to with regard to Ferdowsi's poetic style, his 
erudition, creativity and…;but from among all these fascinating 
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stories, every one of which is unique in its own way, the story of 
Sohrab and Rostam is by far the most outstanding and well-known 
one. But why this one single story came to such a petrifying fame 
and received a great deal of criticism by different scholars from all 
over the world? 
 
 One reason is the appearance of some psychological factors in the 
story that are also deeply deeply embedded in human being's ego and 
consequently common all over the world. Looking back at the history 
of psychoanalysis we notice how Freud justified the popularity of 
Sophocles' Oedipus Rex through psychoanalytical procedures. 
Before Freud, scholars argued that the astonishing popularity of 
Oedipus Rex is because of its dealing with fate and Oedipus' being 
defeated by it. But Freud came to realize that there has been other 
stories within which the protagonist challenges his fate and is 
defeated by it, but none of them came to the fame that Sophocles' 
play did; Therefore he made a connection between the play and 
psychoanalysis focusing on that part of the story that Oedipus kills 
his father Laius and marries his mother Jocasta. Freud extended this 
behavior to all male infant's desire to be able to sexually seduce and 
dominate their mothers and do away with their fathers who is both a 
rival and a threat. Therefore he concluded that the element that plays 
a key role in the popularity of the play is a comlex (known as 
Oedipus complex for boys and Electra complex for girls) which is an 
inseparable part of everybody's ego. 
 The same elements could be found in Sohrab and Rostam's story, 
therefore it is concluded that one of the reasons behind its popularity 
is the psychological and psychoanalytic attributes hidden deeply in 
the innermost layers of it. 
The story begins with Rostam's untethered horse 
After hunting a zebra and eating it near the border of Tooran, close to 
the city of Samangan, Rostam goes to a deep sleep,  which suggests 
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that the whole story might be merely Rostam's dream and what is 
going on in his unconscious. While Rostam is sleeping his horse 
Rakhsh which is untethered gets far from him while grazing on the 
field. Rostam's horse could be interpreted as his wild, untamed and 
lawless desire to absolute pleasure which is caught by some soldiers, 
representatives of the authorities, and is taken to Samangan: 
 بدو گفت رخــــــشم در اين مرغـــزار         زمن دور شـــــد بی لگـــــام و فســــــار
So far its telltale that Rostam's negligence or his pleasure principle 
(his id) caused all his suffering throughout the story because if it 
hadn’t been for his negligence over letting Rakhsh get far from him, 
he wouldn’t have gone to Samangan in pursuit of his horse, he 
couldn’t have visited Tahmineh and therefore Sohrab couldn’t have 
been conceived. 
 
Even when Rostam is warmly welcomed by the king of Samangan 
and makes sure that his horse is safe, his desire for absolute pleasure 
continues. At night when they all go to sleep the daughter of the king 
whose name is Tahmineh comes to Rostam and tells him about her 
love for him. The whole conversation happens in the middle of the 
night which is a symbol of the unconscious and unawareness and 
again Rostam is about to sleep. From among all of the king's 
daughter's sayings this line stands out which remind us that she might 
be in search of an affair with Rostam based on her uncontrolled 
desire which is her id and soon she suffers the consequences of her 
impulsive and sophomoric act. 
 يکی آنــــکه بر تو چنين گشته ام              خــــرد را زبهر هوا کشته ام  
Tahmineh shares her bed with Rostam, the result of which will be the 
birth of one of the greatest heroes that ever stepped on earth. 
Sohrab is born and reaches physical maturity but not the 
psychological one because he has no father at his besides with whom 
he could identify and therefore complete his normal transition from 
teenagehood to adulthood or more precisely manhood; so he asks his 
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mother about his father. This is the part that is of paramount 
importance from psychoanalysis' point of view. 
 
According to Freud our personalities are formed when we pass 
through a series of developmental stages from infancy to adulthood, 
events that happen as the individual passes through these stages can 
be critical to the formation of personality (Benjamin B.Lahey, 
1992:332).These stages are as follows: 
1) Oral phase: In this phase, children suck at their mother's breasts to 
be fed, but simultaneously the child's sexuality or libido is activated. 
2) Anal stage: In this stage, the anus becomes the object of pleasure 
when the child learns the delight of defecation (Charles 
E.Bressler.2007:353). 
3) Phallic stage: During the phallic stage, the genitals become the 
primary source of pleasure. According to Freud, the child begins to 
enjoy touching his or her genitals and develops a sexual attraction to 
the parent of the opposite sex. Freud believed that the shift to genital 
pleasure goes on in the unconscious mind, so we are not consciously 
aware of the touching or the incestuous urges. Instead, the child 
merely feels an intense love for the opposite sex parent: Daughters 
become "daddy's girl" and sons become "mommy's boy".  
 
These sexual attractions bring about the intense unconscious conflict 
that Freud calls the Oedipus complex for the boys and the Electra 
complex for the girls. According to Freud all males want to kill their 
fathers and sexually possess their mothers. Because such desires are 
unacceptable, they are blocked from consciousness. But the 
incestuous desire remains in the unconscious id where they cause 
considerable discomfort. The child unconsciously senses that if these 
hidden impulses ever become unleashed, he will enrage his father. A 
fear arises in the immature mind of the boy that his father will punish 
his sexual desires toward his mother by removing his genitals a fear 
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called castration anxiety. This fear eventually leads the boy to repress 
desires for his mother and to avoid angering his father by identifying 
more strongly with him (Benjamin B.Lahey, 1992:332). 
After this repression of sexual desire towards his mother the boy 
hopes someday to possess a woman as his father now possesses his 
mother_ unconsciously, the boy has now successfully made the 
transition to manhood (Charles E.Bressler, 2007:147). 
 
The boy who fails to make that step will suffer from an oedipal 
complex, with ongoing fear of castration evident in his hostility to 
authority in general (Ann B.Dobie, 2009:55). In Sohrab's case, there 
is no father with whom he could identify and therefore complete his 
transition to manhood; that's why when he reaches a specific age he 
asks his mother about his absent father. In this situation one might 
ask himself how come in a situation that the father is absent and 
Sohrab can seduce his mother without a rival and with no fear of 
being castrated he doesn’t do so and prepares for a journey to find 
him? In this situation one should also notice that the young hero is 
living in an extremely patriarchal society which frowns on the 
slightest perversions. So although Rostam is not with his family in 
Samangan, his gap is filled by a patriarchal society which doesn’t 
allow Sohrab to seduce his mother sexually and at the same time it is 
unfortunately not as powerful and tangible as a real father, and this 
continuous fear of castration by his father leads to his disapproval of 
the authorities. This defiance of the authorities is clear in the 
following lines: 

رکان و جــــنگ آوران         فــــراز آورم لشـــــــــکری بيـــــکرانکنون من ز تـ  
  از کـــــاخ کـــــاووس را           بــــبرم از ايـــــران پی طــــــــوس راگيزمبر ان

     نشــــــانمش بر کـــــاخ کاووس شــــاه اله         ــتم دهم گرز و اســب و کبه رسـ  
  ابا شـــــاه روی انــــدر آرم بـــه روی وز ايران به توران شـــوم جـنگجوی       

ــياب         ســــــــر نيزه بــــــگذارم از آفـــــتابــيرم سر تخـــــت افراســــبگـــ  
ـوی شهــــــر ايران کنـــــــم           به چنـــــگ يالن جنــــگ شيران کنمترا بانـــ   
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ـــورچو رســـــتم پدر باشد و من پـــــــسـر         نبايد به گيـــــــتی کــــــسی تاجـــ  
 چو روشــن بود روی خورشــيد و ماه        ســــــتاره چرا بر فــــــرازد کـــــــاله
From the other hand Rostam's behavior (the watered down version of 
Sohrab) in treating the patriarchal society and authorities is 
noticeable and couldn’t be ignored. This way of behavior shows the 
liberal-minded hero whose rebellious psyche doesn’t care about the 
rules and orders of the society, which is always trying to put the mind 
in some predetermined frames: 

متــــن بياراســــــت کـــــاردگر روز شبـــــگير هـــــم پر خمــــار     بيــــــامد ته  
 زمســــــتی همــــان روز باز ايــــستاد      دوم روز رفــــــتن نيامــــــــدش يـــــاد
 بفرمـــــــــــود رستـــــم به خواليگران      که انــــــــدر زمان آوريـــــدند خــــوان

ـــــامد ورا نام کــــــــاووس کـــــیسه ديــــــــگر ســـــــحرگه بياورد می     نيـــ  
But although Rostam doesn’t conform to authorities, he is 
unconsciously docile and amenable towards the almighty creator of 
the universe (who could be considered as the father of all).This 
shows Rostam's unconscious acceptance of the fatherly laws and the 
rules of the patriarchal society: 
 چو خشـــــــم آورم شاه کــاووس کيست       چـــرا دست يازد به من طـــوس کيست
 نه از پادشــــــاه و نه از لشـــــکر است مــــــرا زور و پــــيروزی از داورست
As a matter of fact this is Rostam's only difference with Sohrab 
which guarantees his being triumphant in the battlefield: 

 چنــــــان چون شده باز جــــــويد روان  خرامـــــــان بشد ســــــــوی آب روان
  به پيش جـــــهان آفرين شـــــــد نخست  بــخورد آب و روی و سر و تن بشست

   پيروزی و دستگـــاه         نبود آگــــــه از بخشش حـــــــور و ماههمــــــی خواست
  بخواهــــــــد ربودن کاله از ســـــــرش  که چــون رفت خواهد ســپهر از برش
  چنــــــــان يافت نــــــــيرو ز پروردگار  شنيــــــــــدم که رستم از آغــــــــاز کار

  ــرد آنه زاری همــــــــی آرزو کــــــب  ـــــــــــــهانبنالــــــــيد بر کردگار ج...
  ــمیـــــــن به ره بر تواند هــــــبه رفتـ  که لختــــــــی ززورش ستاند همــــــی
  کر بکاستزنيـــــــــروی آن کوه پيـــــ  بر آنـــسان که از پاک يزدان بخـواست

If we retrospectively inspect Sohrab's personality from 
psychoanalysis' point of view throughout the story other signs could 
be found, help proving his immaturity and inability in transition to 
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manhood without his father. As mentioned earlier Sohrab was stuck 
in the third stage of his psychological development (phallic stage) 
during which Freud asserts that the pleasure principle basically 
controls the child. Being self-centered, sadistic and assertive, the 
child cares nothing but his or her own pleasure (Charles E.Bressler, 
2007:147). Sohrab's personality being dominated by pleasure 
principle (id) because of his inability to move to higher stages could 
be proven by his being gullible in the battlefield which of course 
gives him the pleasure he needs.  
 
The first time that Sohrab's immaturity and pleasure-seeking 
personality comes to the surface is in his battle with Gordafarid over 
getting hold of the control of a citadel called Dege Sepid (The White 
Citadel). After Hajeer is defeated by Sohrab, Gordafarid disguises 
himself in the form of a male warrior and throws down the gauntlet 
to Sohrab. The young hero defeats her easily and when he removes 
Gordafarid's helmet and it turns out that the warrior who has 
challenged him is a she, Sohrab's heart starts pounding for her and he 
is dumbfounded by her beauty; With Gordafarid understanding 
Sohrab's desire in her she talks him into letting her go back to the 
castle and then she will surrender the citadel to him: 

   زخوشـــــــاب بگـــــــــشود عـــناب را  چو رخســـــاره بنمود ســـــــهراب را 
  به باالی او ســــــرو دهقان نکــــــشت   يکی بوســــــتان بود اندر بــــــــهشت 
  تو گفــــــــتی هوا بشکـــــــــفد از ميان   دو چشـــــمش گوزن و دو ابرو کمان

  که ديــــــــدی مرا روزگـــار نبـــــــرد   ـــته هرگز مگردبدو گفت از اين گفــ
  سمند ســـــــــــرافراز بر دژکشــــــــيد   عنــــــان را بـــــــــپيچيد گرد آفـــريد
  بـــــــيامد به درگـــــاه دژ گژدهـــــــــم   همـــــــی رفت و سهراب با او به هم

  تن خســـــته و بستـــه در دژ کشيـــــــد   ـــــــريددر دژگشــــــــادند و گرد آفــ
But entering the citadel and making sure that she is safe there, she 
reneges on her promise to Sohrab, laughs at him and talks to him 
from above the wall of the citadel this way: 

 ار گردآفــــــــريد             بـــــــباره برآمد ســـــــپه بــــــــنگريدبخنــــــــــديد بسيــــ
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  بدو گفــــت کای شاه ترکان و چـــــين     چو ســــــهراب را ديد بر پـشت زين
  هم از آمــــــدن هم زدشــــــت نبـــــرد               چرا رنجه گـــــــشتی چنين بازگرد 

This is the first but not the last time that Sohrab is tricked for blindly 
following his id. He so easily closes his eyes to reality (ego/reality 
principle) and his common sense that he accepts whatever seems 
pleasurable to him even if it comes from his enemy in the middle of 
the battlefield, and this extreme pleasure-seeking type of personality 
costs him his life. After Sohrab throws his father on the ground and 
takes out his dagger to cut Rostam's head off, the father tricks the son 
by telling him that according to their traditions of the battle if the 
younger warrior overpowers the older one for the first time, it is not 
chivalrous to kill him on the spot, another chance must be given to 
the defeated one. Sohrab naively believes him, accepts his suggestion 
and let go of him: 

 همــــی خواست از تن ســــرش را بريد  يکی خـــــــــنجر آبگون برکـــــــــشيد
  که ايـــــن راز بايد که شــــــــاد از نهفت  نگه کــــــرد رستـــــــــم به آواز گفت
  کمنــــــد افکن و گرز و شـــــمشير و تير  به ســــــهراب گفت ای يل شيرگـــــير

  جــــــــز اين باشـــــــد آرايـــــش دين ما          ــــــــد آييـــــــن مادگرگــــونه تر باش
  ســــــــر مهتــــــــری زير گــــــرد آورد  کسی کو به کـــــــشتی نــــــبرد آورد
  نبــــــرد سرش گرچــــــه باشد به کــــين  نخستــــين که پشتش نـــــهد بر زمين

  بداد و بــــــبود اين سخن دلپــــــــذيــــــر         سر به گفتار پيــــــر دلـــــير جوان...
Their fight goes on for some time until sohrab is wounded by Rostam 
and this could be interpreted as Sohrab's reaching maturity. A boy 
becomes mature when he is first wounded in battle, and if you want 
to press the point the idea seems to be that the bodily penetration, 
sexually for a girl and by a weapon for a boy is necessary for full 
maturity (Elizabeth Vandiver, lecture 21).In this part of the story the 
dagger by which Rostam wounded Sohrab could be interpreted as a 
phallic symbol whose length exceeds its diameter and penetrates 
Sohrab's body to mature him. So from now on supposing that Sohrab 
has reached maturity, some drastic changes could be spotted in his 
personality. Freud explains that as both boys and girls make the 
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transition to normal adulthood, they become aware of their place in a 
normal system of behavior. They move from operating according to 
the pleasure principle, which dictates that they want immediate 
gratification of all desires, to an acceptance of the reality principle in 
which the ego and superego recognize rules, restraint, and 
responsibility (Ann B.Dobie, 2009:55).From the moment that Sohrab 
is wounded on, no sign of pride, selfishness or egocentricity could be 
seen in him and instead he is even feeling responsible for the safety 
and life of his troops who accompanied  him during the war, which is 
a clear sign of his transition to manhood and an acceptance of the 
reality with all of its rules and responsibilities; that’s why he tells his 
father not to prepare for a counterattack against Tooran: 

  همان کـــــار ترکان دگرگونه گشـــــت   که اکنـــــون چو روز من اندر گذشــت
  سوی جنــــــگ ترکان نراند سپــــــــاه   همه مهـــــــربانی بر آن کن که شـــــاه
  سوی مرز ايـــــران نهـــــــــادند روی   که ايشان به پشـــــــتی من جنگــــجوی

  بسی داده بودم زهــــــــر در امــــــــيد   بودم نويــــــــدبســــــــی روز را داده 
  که باشـــــــــد روانم به دســــــــت پدر   چه دانســــــتم ای پــــــــهلو نامـــــــور
  مــــــکن جز به نيکی به ايشــــان نگاه   نبايـــــد که بيــــــــنند رنجــــــی به راه

 
Conclusion 
Considering the fact that a psychoanalytic study of a text can never 
fulfill the desires of the readers aesthetically, it should be noted  that 
from among countless number of factors that helped the popularity of 
the story, the psychoanalytical attributes of it played an infinitely 
important role; Because if it wasn’t for the quarrel between father 
and son or the hero and the authorities (the desires that are common 
in the readers all over the globe and therefore lead to the 
identification of every single reader with the characters) the story 
could have never come to such a fame. 
 
 Thanks to Freud coming up with the idea of Oedipus complex which 
paved the way for later scientists to dig into the human being's 
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unconscious, such desires could be justified psychologically. 
Connecting art and science this paper was written with the hope of 
offering a more tangible experience of understanding a literary text 
through the glasses of psychoanalysis. 
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 * Dr. Allauddin Shah 
 

“References of India and Indian Elements in Firdowsi’s 
Shahnameh” 

 
Abstract  
Cultural and literary relations between the two great civilizations of 
India and Iran date back to even unrecorded historical periods in the 
past. The cultural, linguistic and other affinities between the two 
nations spare little doubt that the two civilizations have sprung from 
the same root in the past and spread out like two branches of a tree in 
different directions. This fact has been reinforced and emphasized 
time and again by the writings of literary luminaries of both 
countries. How much and to what an extent, one of the greatest and 
patriotic sons of Iranian land, Hakim Abul Qasem Firdowsi has 
underlined this aspect in his encyclopedic epic work will be 
examined in this paper with evidence of references of India and its 
elements in the verses of  SShhaahhnnaammeehh.. 

 
Key Words:  Firdowsi, Shahnameh, Reference, India, Indian 
Elements, Indo-Iranian Relations etc. 
 
Introduction 
 Even without the Indian and Iranian civilizations having emanated 
from a common source, they would have been destined to nourish a 
close tie because of their geographical proximity and common 
borders during different stages of their political history. Both 
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countries have not only shared commonalities in their culture, 
mythologies, religion, literature and philosophy but they have also 
nurtured vibrant political and commercial relations over a vast 
expanse of historical periods. While in the early times, the territorial 
jurisdiction of Darius is said to have extended well up to the Indian 
lands, the Indian Mughal’s reign of influence was well beyond Indian 
borders into today’s Afghanistan etc. Besides trading and 
commercial commodities, literature, art and culture have also 
traveled to and forth between the two countries. Because both nations 
were rich in their respective cultural heritage and aesthetic quest they 
were bound to have interactions in these fields. Many of literary 
masterpieces of Indian origin like Panchtantra were initially 
introduced to the outside world by Iranians through their first extra-
Indian translations into Pahlavi. Otherwise, they would have 
remained oblivious to the world for long time. 
 
With such a historical background it is not surprising that the leaders, 
writers and poets of both nations have recorded and reaffirmed the 
common heritage of both countries in their historical as well as other 
works till modern times like “the Discovery of India” by Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru. The Shahnameh is another such example of a 
historical work recording the literary, cultural and political relations 
of both nations.  
 
The Shahnameh is a phenomenal work of assertion of the identity, 
culture, language, values, religion and history of a nation at a time 
when it was passing through a tumultuous period of transition, 
transformation and the resultant confusion under the aggressive 
march of alien influences. If today Iran can claim to have preserved 
its ancient culture, values and identity despite adapting itself to a 
Semitic religion and laws, a lot of its credit is due to the patriotic and 
poetic genius of Firdowsi. Many ancient civilizations of the world 
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had preserved their culture and identity in mythologies through oral 
traditions as in the case of Iran and India. Firdowsi did the seminal 
work of not only reviving those traditions but gave them a concrete 
shape and continuity which was preserved for all future generations 
to come. He has not only sung the achievements, aspirations and 
dreams of the Iranian people and their history in his work but he has 
also recorded their interactions and relations with other people of 
neighboring countries like India. It is not just a cursory reference to 
other people in Shahnameh but it tells a great deal about them. Let us 
find here how is India and Indian elements are referred to in ‘The 
Epic of the Kings’? 
 
The References of India and Indian Elements in Shahnameh 
An Adobe Reader search of a downloaded copy of Firdowsi’s 
Shahnameh ( from Internet site: www.4shared.com) in PDF file 
yields the result of at least 325 (three hundred twenty five) references 
of India only by name with usages such as Hind (هند), Hindi (هندی), 
Hindavi (هندوی), Hindu (هندو), Hinduvan (هندوان) and Hindustan 
 There are many other references of Indian places and .(هندوستان)
principalities like Sind (سند), Kannauj (قنوج) and Kashmir (کشمير) etc. 
Many of these references have just come associated with Indian 
versions of weapons and instruments like sword (شمشيرهندی، تيغ هندی), 
dagger (خنجر), umbrella (چتر هندی) and an Indian musical 
instrument/bells (هندی درای) and together account for at least 113 
references. Consider, for instance, the following verses of 
Shahnameh in different stories of the book: 
Examples of the usage of Indian sword (شمشير هند و تيغ هندی) 

    
  گرد چو پيل مستنگه کردم از           

  برآمد يکی تيغ هندی به دست  
 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 146) 

 که گفتی زمين شد سپهر روان  
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  غ هندی روانـی بارد از تيــهم  
 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 209) 

 يکی اسپ تازی به زرين ستام  
  ه زرين نيامـی تيغ هندی بـــيک  

 
 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 387) 

  چه اسپان تازی به زرين ستام  
  چه شمشير هندی به زرين نيام

 
 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 86) 

 تو شستی به شمشير هندی زمين
  ش گزينــن و رامــه آرام بنشيــب  

 
 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 105) 

 چو شمشير هندی به چنگ آيدش
  شگ آيدــوه تنـــا و از کـــز دري  

 
 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 311) 
 
Example of the usage of Indian dagger (خنجر هندوان) 

  در گنج گوپال و بر گستوان
  همان نيزه و خنجر هندوان  

   (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 470) 
Examples of the usage of an Indian musical instrument/bells 
 (هندی درای)

 يدن زنگ و هندی درایخروش
  ز پرده سرایـد ز دهليـــرآمـــب  

 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 116) 
 بفرمود تا سنج و هندی درای 
  دان گذارند با کره نایـه ميـــب  

 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 164) 
 دند نایــرکشيـــا بــــود تـــرمـــبف
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  همان سنج و شيپور و هندی درای
 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 444) 
 
Other similar instances of India being frequently named in the verses 
of Shahnameh have also come suffixed with other words such as 
‘Kishwar-e-Hinduan’ (کشور هندوان), ‘Darya-e-Hind’ (دريای هند) or 
‘Darya-e-Sind’ (دريای سند), and ‘Marz-e-Hind’ and ‘Marz-e-
Hindustan’ (مرز هند يا هندوستان) etc.  
Here are examples of such usages:  

‘Kishwar-e-Hinduan or Hind’:کشور هندوان يا کشور هند 
 

 ور هندوان کرد رایـوی کشــس
  سوی کابل و دنبر و مرغ و مای  

 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 117) 
  درم دخت مهراب بودهمان ما

  ور هند شاداب بودـدو کشـــب  
 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 117) 

  که اين کشور هند ويران شود
  ران شودـان و شيــام پلنگــکن  

 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1895) 
  ’Darya-e-Hind or Sind‘  :دريای هند يا دريای سند

 
  کشانی و شگنی و سقالب و هند

  رز تا پيش دريای هندـــن مـــازي  
 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 675) 

  
 يکی گفت کاين شاه روم است و هند

    ای سندــش دريـــا پيــــوج تــــــزقن
 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 20) 

 همی رو چنين تا سر مرز هند
  ا گذز کن به دريای سندـوزآنج  

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 424) 
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  ’Marz-e-Sind or Hidustan‘    :مرز سند يا هندوستان
  ببرم پی از خاک جاوستان  
  شوم تا سر مرز هندوستان  

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 48) 
  به نزديک شنگل نگهبان هند

  ز دريای قنوج تا تا مرز سند  
 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1684) 
Likewise, the name of India has been mentioned in Shahnameh along 
with names of other nations like ‘Hind-o-Iran’ (هند و ايران), Hind-o-
Chin (هندو چين), and ‘Hind-o-Rum’ (هند و روم) etc. or while discussing 
and alluding to any ruler of India with the title of ‘Rai’ (رای) as in the 
following couplet: 

 ا او بگفتـــــاه بـــام شهنشـــپي
  رخ رای هندی چو گل برشگفت

  (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1882) 
There are many other such examples of India being mentioned by 
name in the Shahnameh but, as we say, what is there in a name? 
Well, they tell a lot and it is not possible to discuss all of them here 
one by one. The real essence of India and its elements comes in the 
stories and episodes of the Shahnameh which are linked with this 
country.  
 
References in the Early Period of Shahnameh 
Early in the legendary and mythical section of the Shahnameh there 
are references to India which shows that India was not only well 
recognized land but it was a place frequented by visits of legendary 
figures and characters of Shahnameh’s stories who were in 
continuous encounters with this country: 

 ببرم پی از خاک جاوستان  
  شوم تا سر مرز هندوستان  

  (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 47) 
  بگفتند کاو سوی هندوستان  
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  ا کند بند هندوستانـــبشد ت  
  (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 56) 

  چنان ديد در خواب کز هندوان
  انی مرد بر تازی اسپ دوــيک  
  چنان ديد در خواب کز کوه هند  
  راشتندی بلندــرافـــی بـــدرفش  

  (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 108) 
  وی کشور هندوان کرد رایـــس

  سوی کابل و دنبر و مرغ و مای  
  (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 117) 
 
 
A little later Key Khosrow is even reported to have sent Rostam on 
expeditions to Hindustan.  
In one of the episodes of Shahnameh, the Turanians suffer a 
demoralizing defeat in one of the battles against the Iranians and 
Kamus is slain by Rustam. Then they regroup rallying support of 
neighboring rulers from China and India. In the story of the Khaqan 
Chin, a king of India namely Shangal is reported to have come in aid 
of Afrasiyab in another ensuing battle with Iranians. Seeing Khaqan 
Chin and Turanians demoralized and losing heart due to prolonged 
battle and facing the fierce onslaught of a sole hardened warrior, 
Rustam, Shangal resorts to an inspiring speech to raise the morale of 
the Turanian warriors whereupon he is praised by every one: 

   
 شنگل که ای سرفراز گفت چنين           
  ايد کشيدن سخنها درازــه بــــچ  
  اب آمديمـــراسيــــاری افـــــبي  
  ديمــــای آب آمـــز دشت و دري  
  به جنگ که آمد سگزی بيک مرد  
  ...ار تنگـچرا شد چنين بر شما ک  
 امداران و خاقان چينــــه نـــهم 
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  اه هند آفرينـــر شـــد بـــرفتنـــگ  
  (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 679) 
Lohrasp and Goshtasp 
When Shah Lohrasp ascended the Iranian throne and settled down he 
dispatched his envoys to every civilized country including India: 

 از آن پس فرستاد کسها به روم
  به هند و به چين و به آباد بوم  

  (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1056) 
 
But a little later Lohrasp and his son Goshtasp’s relations become 
estranged and the latter leaves him in anger and on being asked 
where his resting-place will be? He says that he will be going to 
India where he will be kept in a happy and bright spirit amongst the 
Hindus. He has a letter from them pledging complete loyalty to him: 
 

 يکی گفت ازيشان که راحت کجاست 
  اهت کجاستــرداری آرامگـــو بـــچ  
  ه در هندوانـــخ کــــاســــچنين داد پ  
  ن روانــد و روشــــاد دارنــــمرا ش  
  ن از شاه هندــه دارم مـــامـــی نـــيک  
  ر پرندــه بـــک سيــــه ز مشـــــنوشت  

  (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1058) 
 
The Reign of Dara 
Firdowsi has called the reign of Dara, the son of Darab, as one of 
benevolence and generosity who had removed the coverings from his 
father’s stores. He lavished his subjects, nobles and troops with gifts 
because he was himself showered with tributes and presents from 
notable men and rulers from within and without Iran. Envoys from 
India, Rum and China poured in his court with valuable gifts and 
paid tribute in order to obtain his patronage:  

 از آن پس ز هندوستان و ز روم
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  ارز و آباد بومـرز بـــر مــــز ه  
  ديه و با نثارــــا هــــد بـــرفتنـــب  

  ودی شهريارـــوشنـــد خــــبجستن
 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1328) 
 
Sikander and India 
The reign of Sikander in Iran is full of Indian references in 
Shahnameh because he is seen continuously interested in India 
during his stay in Iran. Indian historians have also recorded his 
intention of invading India but he had to finally abort it due to unrest 
and resistance among his troops suffering from fatigue. Firdowsi has 
recorded many episodes of Alexander’s encounters with Indian rulers 
and sages. The first reference is to an Indian ruler named “Keyd” 
who had certain dreams which are explained by an Indian sage 
“Mehran”. He informs Keyd about the impending march of 
Alexander’s army against him. He further advises him not to enter 
into war against him and instead seek peace with him: 

 ی شاه بود هند را نام کيدــيک
  نکردی جز دانش و رای صيد  

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1359) 
 سکندر چو کرد اندر ايران نگاه

  اهـا شد آن تاج و گبدانست کو ر  
  همی راه و بی راهی لشکر کشيد  
  د هندی سپه برکشيدـــوی کيـــس  

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1359) 
In the same story there is reference of Sikander putting to test an 
Indian physician. A few verses in relation to this episode have come 
thus in Shahnameh: 

 ود تا رفت پيشش پزشکــرمـــبف 
  که علت بگفتی چو ديدی سرشک  
  ت چيستـدو گفــدی بـــسر دردمن  
  ايد گريستـــکه بر درد آن کس بب  
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  زون خوردــبدو گفت هرکس که اف  
  چو بر خوان نشيند خورش نشمرد  
  راوان خورش تندرستــاشد فــــنب  
  ه او تندرستی بجستـــبزرگ آن ک  

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1373) 
 
The next reference to Sikander and India has come in the story of his 
campaign against a provincial ruler namely “Fur”, known as Porus 
by Greeks. Few of Shahnameh’s verses in relation to this episode are 
quoted below: 

 سوی فور هندی سپهدار هند
  د اختر و لشکر آرای سندــبلن  

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1376) 
 وی فور هندی سپاهی براندــس

  که روی زمين جز به دريا نماند  
(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1378) 
 
Sikander also launches a campaign against Brahmins, who in turn 
write a letter to him praising the greatness of his empire and the 
futility of invading a small principality of learned people and God 
worshippers. Finally Sikander heeds their learned advice and 
withdraws his campaign against them: 

 ه لشکر اندر کشيدـــايگــوزان ج  
  ...ه شهر برهمن رسيدــا بـــدمان ت  
  ه شد از کار شاهـو آگـــبرهمن چ  
  ه آورد زان روی لشکر به راهـک  
  وهـرد اندر آمد ز کـــرستنده مـــپ  
  روهــــی همگـــدران آگهـشدند ان  
  ردانـه آن بخـامـــد پس نــــنبشتن  
  ....وبدانـزديک سکندر شه مــه نـــب  
  ريار بزرگه ای شهـت کــدگر گف  
  زرگـــان بــــزدان جهـــترا داد ي  
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  چه داری بدين مرز بی ارض رای  
  ان خدایــــدگـــرستنـــــت پـــنشس  
 واسته ستـــگر اين آمدن از پی خ 
  استه ستـــخرد بی گمان نزد تو ک  

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1403) 
 
In the same story there is debate between Sikander and the Brahmin 
in a question-answer format about different ethical and philosophical 
issues. For instance, when Sikander asks the Barahmin questions 
about proportion of dry land and water, the most enlightened and 
most sinful men in world, the Brahmin replies thus: 

 ن چنين داد پاسخ به شاهــــبرهم 
  ه هم آب را خاک دارد نگاهــــک  
  بپرسيد که از خواب بيدار کيست  
  ....به روی زمين بر گنهگار کيست  
  ن چنين داد پاسخ بدویـــرهمــب  
  دل مهتر راز جویـــاکـــکه ای پ  
  ودـــردم بـــز مـــارتر چيـــگنهگ  
  ن و آزش خرد گم بودـــکه از کي  

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P:1405) 
 
The Dynasty of Sasan 
Coming to the dynasty of Sasan, Ferdowsi mentions that when Dara 
was killed in the battle, his son Sasan fled to India. He later died in 
miserable conditions in Hindustan but not before leaving behind a 
lineage till fourth generations in India, each father in turn naming his 
son Sasan: 

 ....شد اندرون کشته به رزم چو دارا 
  ر بد مر او را يکی شاد کامـــپس  
  ...جنگی و ساسان به نام و خردمند  
  ريخت اویـــازان لشکر روم بگ  
  اويخت اویـــال درنيــــه دام بـــب  
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  ه زاری بمردــبه هندوستان در ب  
  ی کودکی ماند خردـز ساسان يک  
  ران تا چهارم پســــم نشـــبدين ه  
  ام ساسانش کردی پدرــــی نـــهم  

 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1447) 
 
The Reign of Ardashir 
 
In the reign of Ardashir, Firdowsi narrates the story of Ardashir 
killing Ardavan and marrying his daughter. Again two of Ardavan’s 
sons had sought refuge in India. The eldest son Bahman plans a 
botched up assassination of Ardashir with the help of his sister and 
an Indian poison: 

 رزند او شد به هندوستانــــدو ف 
  ...به هر نيک و بد گشته همداستان  
  ر پسرــد مهتــان بـــدوستـــبه هن  
  ....راموـــام آن نــدی نـــن بـــکه بهم  
  ن زهر هندی بگيرـــل چنيــــهاله  
  رــــر اردشيـــار بــــبه کار آر يکپ  

 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1480-81) 
 

Ardshir is also shown here sending a messenger to India for 
consulting an Indian astrologer to inquire about what stars foretold 
about his empire and its well-being: 

   
 د بگزيد شاه اردشيرـــو بشنيـــچ           
  ه و تيزويرــايـــرانمـــوانی گـــج  
  ا به هندـــزديک دانــــاد نـــفرست  
  دی پرندــبسی اسپ و دينار و چن  
  ت رو پيش دانا بگویــــدو گفــــب  
  که ای مرد نيک اختر و راه جوی  
  که تا من ز جنگبه اختر نگه کن   
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  ه چنگــــکی آسايم و کشور آرم ب  
(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1487) 
Bahram Gur’s visit to India 
 
Another instance of close relations between Indians and Iranians has 
been depicted by Firdowsi in a story during the course of Bahram 
Gur’s reign when the Indian ruler Shangal nurses ill intentions of 
occupying some Iranian territories: 

 ر نامور شنگل از هندوانــمگ
  ه از داد پيچيده دارد روانــــک  
  دوستان تا در مرز چينـــز هن  
  ر آشوب زمينـز دزدان دارد پ  
 به ايران همی دست يازد به بد 
  ازی سزدـرساـــبدين داستان ک  

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1682) 
Bahram later visits India to personally see Shangal and persuade him 
to abandon his ill designs. His visit does not only result in a peaceful 
resolution of the problem but strengthening of ties between the two 
kingdoms when the Indian ruler marries one of his daughters to 
Bahram: 

 وان بديدـــرام و ايــز بهـــد تيـــبش 
  ان يکی برگزيدــرويـــاهــــازان م  
  اری سپينود نامـــرم بهـــو خــــچ  
  همه شرم و ناز و همه رای و کام  
  ود راــــــل سپينــــدو داد شنگــــب  
  ع بی دود راــــروسهی شمــــچ س  

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1696-97) 
 

Kharrad’s explanation of Hindu religion 
 
During the reign of Bahram Chubina, when Khorow Parviz is 
overthrown and he goes on a secret journey to Rum, he is 
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accompanied by a retinue which included the famous Kharrad son of 
Barzin, a philosopher. Kharrad is depicted by Firdowsi as an erudite 
and knowledgeable person who enters in debate with Caesar of Rum 
on various subjects. At on place he is seen explaining the Hindu 
religion to Caesar. Just to quote a few verses from a fairly long 
conversation: 

 ه هندی ز راهــبپرسيد قيصر ک 
  ا برکشد پايگاهــا کجـــی تـــهم  
  ان بر چيندــرستندگـــن پـــز دي  
  ت پرستند گر خود کيندــه بــهم  
  ن گفت خراد برزين که راهــچني  
  بهند اندرون گاو شاه ست و ماه  

 (Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 2118) 
 
The Story of Chess: How it came to Iran? 
The story of the game of chess, an invention of Indians, and how it 
came to Iran as a gift and challenge to the court of Nushirvan has 
been so extensively described by Firdowsi in Shahnameh that such 
details are non-existent even in Indian sources. He does not contend 
with the details of the game’s arrival in Iran, and the Iranians, not 
only being successful in cracking the rules of the game but the great 
wise minister Bozorgmehr also inventing another equally challenging 
game of backgammon in response to the Indian challenge and then 
taking it to the Indian Ray as a return gift, but Firdowsi also delves 
deep into the long and fantastic story of how the game of chess came 
to be invented in India. 
The story of the chess begins thus that one day while the Shah was in 
ceremonious conclave; he received information from his vigilant 
spies that an envoy had come from the ruler of India with elephants, 
parasols and Indian cavaliers. With him also were a thousand laden 
camels and he sought audience of the Shah (Reuben Levy (Tr.); 
1973; P; 327): 
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 شاه روز يک که موبد گفت چنين

  به ديبای رومی بياراست گاه
  بر تخت عاج بياويخت تاج از

  ...جای تاج همه عاج و جای همه
  اه جهانــچنين آگهی يافت ش

  ار آگهانــدار کـــار بيـــز گفت
  ه آمد فرستاده ی شاه هندـــک

  سندابا پيل و چتر و سواران 
  شتر وار بار است با او هزار

  ....ی راه جويد بر شهر يارــــهم
(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1877) 
 
The envoy now presented a message on silk which the Ray of India 
had sent to Nushirvan which contained the challenge to the Iranians 
to solve the rules of the game: 

 امه ای بر پرندـاورد پس نــــبي
  هنذ نبشته به نوشين روان رای
  به رنج يکی تخت شزرنج کرده

  تهی کرده از رنج شطرنج گنج
  دی ز رایـام هنـــاورد پيغــــبي

  جای   باشی به باشد تو که تا چرخ
  و بدانش برد رنج بيشــکسی ک
  ای تا تخت شطرنج پيشـــبفرم
  ه رای آورندد و ز هر گونـــنهن

  که اين نغز بازی به جای آورند
  د هر مهره ای را بنامــــداننــــب
  ه گويند پس خانه ی او کدامـــک

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1877-78) 
While everybody whose help Nushirvan sought in discovering the 
rules of the game failed: 

 نيديکی گفت و پرسيد وديگر ش
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  ديدــازی پـــاورد کس راه بــــني
(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1878) 

It was left to the noble and wise minister Bozorgmehr to solve the 
intricacies of the game who addressed the depressed Shah thus: 

 به کسيری چنين گفت کای پادشا
  رمانروادار و فـدار و بيـــانــجه

  ای آورمـمن اين تغز بازی به ج
  ای آورمـدين رهنمـــرد را بــــخ

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1879) 
After studying and finding clue to the game, he informed the king: 

 اه پيروز بختــه ای شـــدو گفت کــب
  ختـنگه کردم اين مهره و مشک و ت

  ه بازی آمد به جایی همــوبـــه خـــب
  ان کد خدای ـد جهـــــت بلنــــه بخـــــب

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1879) 
 

Although Firdowsi’s patriotic pride has depicted Iranians victorious 
against Indians in this creative rivalry in face of Bozorgmehr’s 
wisdom and intelligence, it, however, points to cordial and vibrant 
relations between the rulers of both countries at that time.  
 
At the conclusion of this episode Firdowsi narrates the long story of 
Talkhand and Gow of India on how the game of chess came to be 
invented there. This story tells a lot about Indian culture including a 
probable reference to the practice of ‘Sati’ (the widow burning 
herself on pyre of her husband) by Firdowsi: 

 که سوزد تن خويش به آيين هند
  دا کند دين هندـــوگ پيــــازان س

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: 1879) 
  
The Story of Kalileh-o-Dimnah 
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The rendering of the Sanskrit text Panchatantra into Pahlavi marks 
the epitome of Indo-Iranian literary relations. This text named 
Kalileh-o-Dimneh in Persian, to the best of our knowledge, was for 
the first time, translated or rather adapted into Pahlavi (Middle-
Persian) during the reign of Khosro Anushirvan (AD 550-578). This 
version was executed under the emperor’s orders by his court 
physician, Burzoe. The story of the translation of this ‘Book of 
Stories’ into Pahlavi is a fascinating tale in itself and was probably 
set as a prologue to the lost Burzoe’s redaction. It has been carried 
over into Arabic and Persian renderings in two versions. The first 
story, as recorded by Abu Mansur Saa’labi Nishapuri (350-429 A.H.) 
in his book on history of Persia (Tarikh-e-Ghur-e-Akbar-e-Maluk-al-
Furs, Rotenburg Pub. P. 629-633.), has also more or less precisely 
been versified by Firdowsi in ‘Shahnameh’. A few lines of the long 
poem are quoted below. He introduces Burzoe in these words: 

 رزوی بودـــــده بـــپزشکی سراين
  ودـــوی بـــن گـــبنيرو رسيده سخ  
  ی بهره ایــشی داشتـــر دانــــز ه  
  به هر بهره ای در جهان شهره ای  

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: ١٩١١) 
 
Once, while in the audience of the emperor, Burzoe informs 
him about the existence of an elixir in India and its 
effectiveness in reviving the dead man: 

 دوانــــر هنـــــمن امروز در دفت 
  ريدم بروش روانـــــی بنگــــهم  
  د که در کوه هندــن بــه چنيــنبشت 
  گياهی است چينی چو رومی پرند  
  ر مرده بپراگنی بی گمانـــو بـــچ 
   زمانردد هم اندرـــوی گـــسخنگ  

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: ١٩١١) 
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As per his request Burzoe was dispatched by Anushirvan to 
India in search of the elixir with a letter to an Indian ruler for all 
possible assistance in the endeavour: 

  ر رای هندـــببر نامه ی من ب  
  بت آرای هنداشد ـنگر تا که ب  
  بدين کار با خويشتن يار خواه  
  همه ياری از بخت بيدار خواه  

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: ١٩١١) 
But as it turned out Burzoe found the elixir but no dead could 
be revived by it: 

  يکی مرده زنده نگشت از گيا         
  د آن کيمياــهمانا که سست آم        

(Shahnameh-e-Firdowsi PDF, P: ١٩١١) 
 
Burzoe, greatly distressed, consulted the learned sages as to what he 
could do to not return empty handed to his king. Then ‘a famous 
philosopher’, who had also searched long and in vain for the Elixir of 
Life only to discover in the end that the elixir was in truth a book and 
showed Burzoe a copy of it. This philosopher also explained the 
allegory contained in the first book, the one presented to the king of 
Iran, which started Burzoe on his travels, as follows: the high 
mountains were the wise and learned men of lofty intellect; the trees 
and herbs their virtuous writings and the wisdom extracted from 
these writings the Elixir of Life that revived the dead intelligence and 
buried thoughts of ‘the ignorant and unlearned’. 
 
Burzoe asked for a copy of that book which was ‘always in the hands 
of those kings, for that it was full of Morall Philosophy’ and 
permission to translate it into his own tongue for his king. And so 
‘with the help and knowledge of all those learned philosophers’, 
Burzoe rendered the famous book into Pehlevi and returned home 
with it. (Chandra Rajan, 1993, P:  Xvii-Xviii) 
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Conclusion 
Thus we see that Shahnameh of Firdowsi is replete with references of 
India and Indian elements spanning throughout the Shahnameh 
beginning from its very early and mythological period till as late as 
Firdowsi’s own time, the reign of his ambivalent patron Mahmood 
Ghaznavi whom he himself introduced as the king of India: 

   
 يکی گفت کاين شاه روم است و هند          

   سند ایــدري  پيش ا ـــ ت وجــــقن ز
 
The references in the early period of Shahnameh do not seem 
information which the poet has inserted therein deriving it from his 
current knowledge. Historical records which have been verified by 
historians with hard evidences of seals and coins indicate that 
flourishing trade and commercial relations seem to have taken place 
between early Iranians and the ancient Indus Valley civilization of 
India. Therefore, the acquaintance and usage of Indian versions of 
instruments and weapons shown in the early period of Shahnameh 
are not just instances of later ascriptions. 
 
India has been depicted by Shahnameh as a land where Iranian rulers 
and warriors repeatedly sought refuge in their times of distress. 
Because Shahnameh is supposed to be a treatise on the history of 
warriors, wars, kings and kingdoms and India being a close 
neighbour there are bound to be some references of conflicts like an 
Indian King allying with the Turanians or the Indian ruler having ill 
designs of usurping Iranian territories during the reign of Bahram 
Gur, but they are finally shown by Firdowsi turning into friendly and 
even matrimonial relations. 
Instances of friendly and cultural relations have been dealt most 
extensively by Firdowsi like the game of chess and the story of 
Panchatantra (Kalileh-o-Dimneh). Sometimes India has been 
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depicted as the land of idolaters and magicians (جادوستان) as his 
patron Mahmood Ghaznavi had himself undertaken campaigns to 
destroy and loot rich bastions of idol worship but Indian rulers and 
sages have been repeated praised for their wisdom, knowledge and 
philosophy. Indians’ knowledge of medicine, astrology and 
philosophy has been acknowledged and appreciated. 
 
Overall, Shahnameh’s references depict flourishing and cordial 
relations between India and Iran which has been intermittently 
overshadowed by the negative campaigns of Mahmood Ghaza 
against India. 
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An analytical comparison between Shahnameh and Beowulf 
 
       
Abstract 
     Epic or heroic poetry in general is one of the earliest literary 
forms and the subject of critical discussion from Aristotle to the 
present day. Epic is a long narrative poem in elevated style 
presenting characters of high position in a series of adventures which 
form an organic whole through the central figure and through the 
development of episodes important to the history of a nation or a 
race. The verse patterns as well as heroic qualities utilized by the Old 
English heroic poets are indebted to centuries of oral tradition. Old 
English heroic poetry consists of one epic, Beowulf, and several 
poems of epic nature, all belonging to the oral tradition, oral poetry 
of the heroic age or oral courtly poetry. 
      
     Beowulf is the most famous and longest surviving poem in Old 
English. It is a pre-Christian composition which had somehow been 
tampered with by monastic scribes in order to give it an acceptably 
Christian frame of reference. It is anonymous and composed in early 
eighth century-two centuries before Shahnameh.  The current version 
is in the West Saxon dialect copied about the year 1000. Beowulf, the 
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oldest version of England heroic poetry, possesses 1382 lines and it 
is the most detailed among the remained poems belonging to that era. 
According to Sanders this work is the only native or English national 
epic poetry related to the era which is erroneously called the dark 
ages (21). 
 
     Indeed, Beowulf is a precious versified work whose main theme, 
like Firdawsi’s Shahnameh, is a struggle between good and evil, 
between humanity and the destructive forces which undo human 
order. As a matter of fact, these two invaluable masterpieces, which 
evaluate the tradition of heroism, are widely recognized as the most 
important national epics of their countries.  Firdawsi’s Shahnameh or 
Book of Kings, widely recognized as the most important Iranian 
national epic, may be considered as the essence of the thousand fold-
year Persian culture and civilization. In the depth of several 
incidents, characters, places, and other elements forming this huge 
epic work, one can identify traces of some religious beliefs, 
traditions, or historical events related to the lives of the Iranian 
people.  
 
     Containing 60,000 rhyming couplets, this magnificent 
masterpiece recounts the history of Iran, beginning with the creation 
of the world by Kayumars (Kaiumers) progressing through Iranian 
legend to historic times. We can trace the reigns of the Sasanian 
Emperors and the Arab conquest in 641. Though ostensibly 
historical, mostly revolving around the kings of Persia and the heroes 
who served them, the Shahnameh’s stories are full of myth and 
legend, fairies and demons, packed with love stories, tragedies, and 
moral obligations faced by the warrior-heroes. 
 
     Reading each of these great works, one can say they share some 
common features (and of course differ in some respects) with some 
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other great works and each other as well- in structure and contents. 
Unlike Shahnameh, in which we can see a kind of harmonized 
coherency in form, beliefs and traditions, Beowulf lacks coherency. 
There are critics who still believe that Beowulf was originally a 
complete pagan poem and all the religious (Christian) passages were 
interpolated much later by monks or clerics. Beowulf deals with two 
Germanic tribes, the Danes and Geats, before their invasion of 
England, and thus nothing of the poem, except its language, is 
English. Undeniably, Beowulf is the flower of pagan Germanic 
culture and the scope glorifies that culture by glorifying the hero. 
Accordingly, Abjadian asserts that the poet does not celebrate the 
actions of heroism, but the oral and courtly tradition and events of a 
past (26). Subsequently, some critics see this confusion and mixture 
of pagan and Christian values due to Pope Gregory’s policy of 
moderation (26) or revision of a Christian poet who valued the oral 
Germanic tradition (Sanders 22). In a sense, Beowulf- unlike 
Shahnameh- mediates between a settled and unsettled culture, 
between one which enjoys the benefits of a stable, ordered, 
agricultural society and one which relished the restlessness of the 
wandering hero.  
 
     Beowulf starts with the scene of the funeral of Scyld, the mythical 
founder of Danish royal family. Scyld’s son, Hrothgar, erects a 
magnificent palace named Heorot. The new king of Danes and his 
faithful retainers spend their peaceful hours feasting and drinking 
mead in the mighty mead-hall of Heorot. The revelry angers Grendel, 
a monster, a demon descended from Cain, the first murderer. Roused 
from his subterranean sea cave, Grendel attacks Heorot and snatches 
and devours thirty men. Grendel continues the invasion of the hall for 
twelve years. When the news of Grendel’s ravages spreads to the 
Geats, Beowulf, nephew of the Geatish king Hygelac, decides to sail 
to the rescue of Hrothgar. Having arrived at the Heorot, Beowulf and 
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his companions were welcomed with happiness in a nightly feast. 
After the feast the monster storms into the hall but seized by Beowulf 
and mortally wounded.  
 
     At night Grendel’s mother invades the hall to avenge the death of 
her son. She seizes Horthgar’s advisor and runs away to her cave, 
leaving Heorot in gloom. Beowulf follows her into her den, an 
underwater lair, and strikes her a fatal blow. Beowulf despite every 
body’s expectation returns to the surface carrying the head of 
monster. The second part of this fabulous epic is set in Geatland 
where Beowulf has wisely ruled the country for fifty years. 
Eventually, the aged Beowulf, in a confrontation with dragon, is 
severely wounded. He slays the dragon, but due to his mortal wound 
can not survive anymore. The last scene deals with Beowulf funeral, 
as he asked for, while his warriors circle and lament the death of their 
lord.  
 
     Beowulf is comparable to Rostam, Shahnameh’s great hero, in 
many respects. They are closely similar in that both heroes possess a 
kind of supernatural mythical power to yield their foes. Beowulf, like 
Rostam who avenges and kills the White Monster and other 
monsters, has killed a male monster that terrified the people and then 
slays his mother in hours of breathtaking fight under the lake. 
Fighting with and Killing the monsters and dragons in both works 
have symbolic meaning. In deed, it can be even considered as virtue 
to “defend and protect one’s people at the expense of one’s own 
life.” (Lawrence 10). Actually, “vengeance for Firdawsi’s warrior-
heroes is not an act of passion either but rather an act of justice 
baring moral values.” (Jamali 1)  However, both heroes are 
themselves the victims of some vicious deeds- things against which 
they fight- and they were put to death by witchcraft of foes that are 
the symbol of satanic demon.  
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     Similarly, Beowulf follows the path of Rostam in fighting, the 
path of glory and custom of true heroism, generosity, and 
gentlemanliness. Beowulf fights against Grendel empty handed for 
the monster is not armed (Beowulf 46).  
 
     In fact, what both heroes are after is not disgrace and notoriety but 
good-name. They do not want the victory and its glory for 
themselves at any expense (unlike Achilles); quite contrary they are 
ready to bestow their own life to obtain victory for their own people. 
Reading the whole poem we can find Beowulf- unlike Rostam- 
reaching the crown till death departs him from his people. While 
Rostam is killed by his own treacherous brother, Beowulf predicts 
his death- Like keikhosrow- and dies due to the fatal wound he 
receives in fighting with the devilish dragon.  
 
     Investigating deeply, presumably, we can find some other 
similarities and differences in these brilliant pièce de rèsistance.  
Although we have supernatural elements in these precious works, 
there is no presence of gods (the ancient ones similar to what we 
have in Iliad). Fights and wars begin with the free will of heroes not 
based on gods’ desire. In addition, Beowulf is not divided into two 
parts; historical and mythical as we can see in Shahnameh or in 
another scene we have the queen of Danes who begs Beowulf to 
safeguard the interest of her two sons and shoulder the responsibility 
of raising them quite similar to the story of Siavosh in which Kavoos 
entrusts his child, Siavosh, to Rostam’s care. 
 
     In point of fact, these similarities may not exactly lead us to the 
point that these astonishing works- or any other great work- imitates 
or extracts from each other. But, indeed, any wandering soul may 
imitate from the same source which has been one of the main subject 
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of debate from the time when Aristotle and his great master, Plato, 
had discord on its concept. Poetry, the great and creative imitation 
and idealized version from the reality (and the same vague source of 
inspiration for everybody), is still passing through the same old hall 
of reflecting mirrors.         
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*Humera Naz 
 

Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh: Its Historical Significance  
 

Abstract 

The overt aim of this paper is to offer an evaluation and assessment 
of Abul Qasim Ferdowsi’s ‘Shahnameh’ (The Book of Kings) as a 
source on history of Iran. Shahnameh was completed in 1010 C.E. It 
is the national epic of the cultural sphere of Greater Persia consisting 
of some 60,000 verses. The Shahnameh tells the mythical and 
historical past of Greater Iran from the creation of the world until the 
Islamic conquest of Persia in the 7th century. This paper particularly 
tries to deal with the historical significance of Shahnameh. It briefly 
provides an introduction of Ferdowsi’s life and times and his 
association with the contemporary renowned personalities. Besides, 
it focuses the socio-political conditions of the region in order to 
examine the situation persuaded Ferdowsi to compile such a 
masterpiece on the historical glory of Iran. This paper tries to explore 
the historical truth from the mythical context as Ferdowsi also used 
Zoroastrian nasks, such as the now lost Chihrdad and many other 
Pahlavi sources as Karnamag-i Ardaxsir-i Pabagan and Khvatay-
Namak which were originally written during the late Sassanid era. It 
particularly gives a description of Shahnameh into its three 
successive parts: the mythical, heroic, and historical ages. This paper 
also provides an account of its impact on Persian historiography and 
an analysis which shed light on Shahnameh’s historical significance, 
value and authenticity. In the end, it is concluded that despite of 
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some of its mythical parts that was a contemporary trend followed in 
the literature of the other parts of the world especially in Greece, 
Shahnameh of Ferdowsi contributed great significance in compiling 
the accurate and authentic history of Iran from the ancient times till 
the Arab conquest. 

Introduction 
Ferdowsi Tusi, (935–1020) is considered to be one of the greatest 
Persian poets to have ever lived. Among the national heroes and 
literary greats of all time, Ferdowsi has a very special place. His life-
long endeavor, dedication and   personal sacrifices to preserve the 
national identity, language and history of his homeland put him in 
great hardship during his lifetime, but won him fame and honour for 
one of the greatest poetic masterpieces of all time: the Shahnameh. 

 
Aside from its utmost literary importance, the Shahnameh written in 
almost pure Persian, had been pivotal for reviving the Persian 
language subsequent to the influence of Arabic. This voluminous 
work, regarded by Persian speakers as a literary masterpiece, also 
reflects Iran's history, cultural values, its ancient religions 
(Zoroastrianism), and its profound sense of nationhood. Ferdowsi 
completed the Shahnameh at the point in time when national 
independence had been compromised. While there are memorable 
heroes and heroines of the classical type in this work, the real, 
ongoing hero is Iran itself.  
 
The Author: Abul Qasim Ferdowsi  
Ferdowsi (934-1020) was a Persian poet of the first rank in the long 
history of the Persian civilization. He was born in the province of 
Tus, some twelve miles northeast of present-day Meshed. Firdausi 
was the name of the poet. His personal name and that of his father, 
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according to al-Bundari, was Mansur ben Hasan. Ferdowsi’s family 
was of old Iranian gentry and thus rich enough to be independent.1 
He studied philosophy, astronomy, poetry, and astrology. He also 
had keen interest in history.  
 
The earliest and perhaps the most reliable account of Ferdowsi's life 
comes from Nezami-i Aruzi, a 12th century poet who visited Tus in 
1116 CE or 1117 CE to collect information about Ferdowsi's life. 
According to the Chahar Maqaleh of Aruzi (the most ancient and 
important of our extraneous sources of information): "Master Abul 
Qasim Ferdowsi was one of the (land owners) of Tus, from the 
village called Bazh in the district of Tabaran, a large village in the 
Khorasan province of north-eastern Iran capable of supplying a 
thousand men. Ferdowsi and his family were called Dehqan,2 also 
spelt Dehgan or Dehgān. Dehqan or Dehgan is now thought to mean 
landed, village settlers, urban and even farmer. However, Dehgan is 
also a name for the Parsiban, a group of Khorasani with Tajik roots. 
There Ferdowsi enjoyed an excellent position, so that he was 
rendered quite independent of his neighbors by the income which he 
derived from his lands, and he had but one child, a daughter. His one 
desire in putting the Shahnameh (The Epic of the Kings) into verse 
was, out of reward which he might obtain for it, to supply her with an 
adequate dowry. He was engaged for thirty-five years on this work 
ere he finished the book.3 
 
Ferdowsi and the Socio-Political Scenario at the Time 

                                                 
1 . Encyclopedia of World Biography on Firdausi 
2 . Dr. Zahooruddin Ahmad, Irani Adab (Persian Literature) (Islamabad: 
Iran-Pakistan Institute of Persian Language, 1996) p. 27. 
3 . Ibid., p. 28. 
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Ferdowsi grew up in a world that had been controlled by the Islamic 
religion and the Arabs for about 300 years. This culture was foreign 
to the natural heritage of the Iranian peoples. It was thus with the 
writing of the Shahnameh (Book of Kings) by Ferdowsi that Persian 
literary influence began to grow. Ferdowsi began to write his 
masterpiece, the Shahnameh, at about the age of 40. His main motive 
in undertaking this great task was to revive the glory of ancient Iran. 
A youthful contemporary of Ferdowsi, the gifted but ill-fated Daqiqi, 
originally conceived the idea of narrating the story of Iran's history in 
heroic verse, but he was assassinated. Thus Ferdowsi took up the 
task. In order to collect source material, he visited far and wide such 
as Balkh, Marve, Nishapur, and Heart. His main sources were his 
own imagination and the Khvatainamak (Book of Sovereigns), a 
prose epic in the ancient language Pahlavi, compiled from earlier 
chronicles about 640 CE under the last Sassanian kings in Iran.4 
While Ferdowsi was composing the Shahnameh, Khorasan 
came under the rule of Sultan Mahmoud, a Turkoman Sunni Muslim 
and consolidator of the Ghaznavid dynasty. Ferdowsi sought the 
patronage of the sultan and wrote verses in his praise. The sultan, on 
the advice from his ministers, gave Ferdowsi an amount far smaller 
than Ferdowsi had requested and one that Firdusi considered 
insulting.5 He had a falling out with the sultan and fled to 
Mazandaran seeking the protection and patronage of the court of the 
Sepahbad Shahreyar, who, it is said, had lineage from rulers during 
the Zoroastrian-Sassanian era. In Mazandaran, Ferdowsi wrote a 
hundred satirical verses about Sultan Mahmoud, verses purchased by 
his new patron and then expunged from the Shahnameh's manuscript 

                                                 
A Brief History  (Adab Nameh Iran, Mirza Maqbool Bag Badakhshani . 4

of Persian Literature), 2ndedition (Lahore: University Book Agency, 1965), 
p. 144.  
5 . Ibid., p. 146.  
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(to keep the peace perhaps).6 Nevertheless, the verses survived. 
Ferdowsi returned to Tus to spend the closing years of his life pitiful. 
Notwithstanding the lack of royal patronage, he died proud and 
confident his work would make him immortal.                                    

  
The Sources of Shahnameh: Their Historical Value and 
Authenticity 
The Shahnameh is a monument of poetry and historiography, being 
mainly the poetical recast of what Ferdowsi, his contemporaries, and 
his predecessors regarded as the account of Iran's ancient history. 
The historical truth is revealed from the mythical context as Firdusi 
also used Zoroastrian nasks, such as the now-lost Chihrdad and many 
other Pahlavi sources as Karnamag-i Ardaxsir-i Pabagan as well 
which was originally written during the late Sassanid era,7 and gave 
accounts of how Aradshir I came to power which, because of its 
historical proximity, is considered to be highly accurate. Besides, the 
text is written in the late Middle Persian, which was the immediate 
ancestor of Modern Persian. Hence, a great portion of the historical 
chronicles given in Shahnameh are based on this epic and there are in 
fact various phrases and words which can be matched between these 
two sources.8 

Ferdowsi's biographer Nezami-i-Aruzi tells us that Ferdowsi 
based his work on the Middle Persian Pahlavi work, the Khvatay-
Namak (also written Xwadāy Nāmag or Khodai-Nama), a history of 
the kings of Persia complied under orders of Sassanian king Khosrow 
(Khusrau) I (531-579 CE).9 Work on the Khvatay-Namak is said to 

                                                 
6 . Dr. Zahooruddin Ahmad, 0p. cit., pp. 28-29.  
7 . Edward G. Brown, A Literary History of Persian, vol. II (London:T. F. 
Unwin, 1976), p. 36.  
8 . Zabihullah Safa, Hamase-sarâ’i dar Iran (Tehran: 1945) 
9 . Mirza Maqbool, op. cit., pp. 149-150. 
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have continued into the reign of the last Zoroastrian-Sassanian 
monarch of Iran, Yazdegird III (633-649 CE). The Khvatay-namak 
was based on information gathered from Zoroastrian priests and the 
legendary accounts in the Avesta memorized by the priests.10 The 
Khvatay-namak could be the work to which Ferdowsi refers when he 
talks about the paladin who gathered the epic cycles memorized by 
Zoroastrian priests.                                                                                   

While the Khvatay-namak was started during the reign of Khosrow 
(Khusrau) I, it is reputed to have been updated to include the stories 
of kings up to the fall of the Sassanian dynasty. There are no known 
copies of the Khvatay-namak in existence. The xvatāynamāk 
contained historical information on the later Sassanid period, but it 
does not appear to have drawn on any historical sources for the 
earlier Sassanid period (3rd to 4th centuries).11 Ferdowsi added 
material continuing the story to the overthrow of the Sassanids by the 
Arabs in the middle of the 7th century. 

In his prologue, Ferdowsi stated he needed to move quickly so 
that he could implement his mission to keep past legends and 
histories alive before their imminent destruction.  
A possible predecessor to the Khvatay-Namak could be the 
Chihrdad, one of the destroyed books of the Avesta (known to us 
because of its listing and description in the Middle Persian 
Zoroastrian text, the Dinkard. The text was said to have been a 
history of humankind from the beginning down to the revelation of 
Zarathushtra. 

                                                 
History of Persian Literature from the Beginning of the , Morrison. G . 10

.40. p, )1981, Brill. J. E: Leiden(Islamic Period to the Present Day   
.10. p, )1955 (a Zoroastrian Dilemma: Zurvan, Robert Charles Zaehner . 11  
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According to Diodorus (Library of History, Book II. 32, 4), 
Greek author Ctesias (5th century BCE) who wrote a history of 
Persia called Persica, consulted a Persian book he called Basilikai 
Diphterai (spelt by a few as Difterai) meaning 'Royal Records / 
Parchments' which can be taken to mean a book of kings since its 
contents were stated to have been royal stories from the past. Ctesias, 
was a Greek physician in the service of Artaxerxes II (404-359 
BCE). Ctesias' books are now lost and are known to us through other 
Classical Greek authors: Photius, Athenaeus, Plutarch and Diodorus 
Siculus - whose second book is mainly from Ctesias. Diodorus 
writes, "Now Ctesias says that from the Basilikai Diphterai, in which 
the Persians in accordance with a certain law of theirs kept an 
account of their ancient affairs, he carefully investigated the facts 
about each king, and when he had composed his history he published 
is to the Greek.” 
     If this account of Diodorus is correct, then it appears that there 
was a written tradition of a Persian/Iranian book of Kings from at 
least the 5th century BCE and probably much earlier - especially 
since it was part of an ongoing and ancient tradition.12  

 
      The Shahnameh 

       Abu Mansur Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Daqiqi Balkhi (935 
or 942 - 980 CE) was a poet at the Tajik Samanid court in Eastern 
Iranian lands. Daqiqi put the ancient Iranian legends to verse and 
wrote a thousand and eight verses before he was tragically murdered. 
These thousand lines are similar in scope and subject matter to the 
Middle Persian Ayadgar i Zareran, though Daqiqi's source is thought 
to be the Khvatay Namak (Xwadāy-nāmag). Significantly, Daqiqi 
                                                 

, Curzon Press Ltd: Surrey (assical Persian LiteratureCl, Arberry. J. A . 12

1994) pp. 44-45  
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had started his Shahnameh, not with the dawn of history, but with the 
Kayanian King Gushtasp's (Vishtasp's) patronage of Zarathushtra's 
religion.  
 
Ferdowsi sought out and inserted Daqiqi-i Balkhi's one thousand and 
eight verses, beginning with the rule of King Gushtasp (Vishtasp), 
Gushtasp's acceptance of Zarathushtra's message, and ending with 
Arjasp's attack on Airan after Gushtasp imprisons his son Esfandiar. 
In a preface to the borrowed verses, Ferdowsi writes that in a dream 
Daqiqi exhorted Ferdowsi to use these verses to complete the tragic 
poet's unfinished mission. Ferdowsi undertook his venture at a time 
when every effort was being made by some zealots to extinguish all 
memory of Zoroastrian and Aryan tradition. However, Ferdowsi was 
more circumspect in his approach and not as blatantly pro-
Zoroastrian as Daqiqi. Some authors state that Daqiqi's most 
controversial verses were not included in Ferdowsi's Shahnameh and 
have been lost.13  

The Shahnameh recounts the history of Persia (modern day 
Afghanistan and Iran), beginning with the creation of the world and 
the introduction of the arts of civilization (fire, cooking, metallurgy, 
law) to the Aryans and ends with the Arab conquest of Persia. The 
work is not precisely chronological, but there is a general movement 
through time. Some of the characters live for hundreds of years but 
most have normal life spans. There are many Shahs who come and 
go, as well as heroes and villains, who also come and go. The only 
lasting images are that of Greater Persia itself, and a succession of 
sunrises and sunsets, no two ever exactly alike, yet illustrative of the 
passage of time. 

                                                 
13 . Mirza Maqbool Bag, op. cit., p. 150. 
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The Shahnameh chronicles the story of Iran for a period 
reckoned traditionally as more than four millennia. The work is 
divided into several parts covering four dynasties, the Pishdadian, the 
Kayanian, the Ashkanian, and the Sassanian. The narrative begins 
with a description of primitive rulers followed by the golden age of 
King Jamshid, presumably 3000 B.C. Then it follows the thousand 
years of foreign rule under cruel tyrants such as Zahak, who typifies 
the sway of Semitic invaders. Gradually Iran frees itself, only to be 
subjected to new wars with the country of Turan. The work is 
divided into three successive parts: the mythical, heroic, and 
historical ages. 

The mythical age 
 
After an opening in praise of God and Wisdom, the Shahnameh 

gives an account of the creation of the world and of man as believed 
by the Sasanians. This introduction is followed by the story of the 
first man, Keyumars, who also became the first king after a period of 
mountain dwelling. His grandson Hushang, son of Sīyāmak, 
accidentally discovered fire and established the Sadeh Feast in its 
honor. Stories of Tahmuras, Jamshid, Zahhāk, Kawa or Kaveh, 
Fereydūn and his three sons Salm, Tur, and Iraj, and his grandson 
Manuchehr are related in this section. This portion of the Shahnameh 
is relatively short, amounting to some 2,100 verses or four percent of 
the entire book, and it narrates events with the simplicity, 
predictability, and swiftness of a historical work.14 

 
The heroic age 

                                                 
14 . See Warner, Arthur and Edmond Warner (translators), The Sháhnáma of Firdausí, 
reprinted 9 vols. (London: Routledge, 2000) pp. 37-104. 
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Almost two-thirds of the Shahnameh is devoted to the age of 
heroes, extending from Manuchehr's reign until the conquest of 
Alexander the Great (Sekandar). The main feature of this period is 
the major role played by the Saka or Sistānī heroes who appear as the 
backbone of the Persian Empire. Garshāsp is briefly mentioned with 
his son Narimān, whose own son Sām acted as the leading paladin of 
Manuchehr while reigning in Sistān in his own right. His successors 
were his son Zāl and Zal's son Rostam, the bravest of the brave, and 
then Farāmarz. 

Among the stories described in this section are the romance of 
Zal and Rudāba, the Seven Stages (or Labors) of Rostam, Rostam & 
Sohrāb, Sīyāvash & Sudāba, Rostam & Akvān Dīv, the romance 

of Bižhan & Manížheh, the wars with Afrāsīyāb, Daqiqi's 
account of the story of Goshtāsp & Arjāsp, and Rostam & 
Esfandyār.15 

It is noteworthy that the legend of Rostam and Sohrāb is 
attested only in the Shahnameh and, as usual, begins with a lyrical 
and detailed prelude. Here Ferdowsi is at the zenith of his poetic 
power and has become a true master of storytelling. The thousand or 
so verses of this tragedy comprise one of the most moving tales of 
world literature. 

The historical age 
A brief mention of the Ashkānīyān (Arsacid) dynasty follows 

the history of Alexander and precedes that of Ardashir I, founder of 
the Sassanid Empire. After this, Sassanid history is related with a 

                                                 
15 . Ibid, pp. 130-281. 
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good deal of accuracy. The fall of the Sassanids and the Arab 
conquest of Persia are narrated romantically.16 

The Shahnameh is one of the longest poems ever composed and 
recounts the history of Iran from the dawn of time to the Muslim 
Arab conquests of the seventh century AD. There is no Persian text, 
in prose or poetry, which has been so frequently and lavishly 
illustrated. Offering fresh insights through a range of varied art-
historical approaches to the Shahnameh, the essays in this volume 
reveal how the subtle alterations in text and image serve to document 
changes in taste and style and can be understood as reflections of the 
changing role of the national epic in the imagination of Iranians and 
the equally changing messages - often political in nature - which the 
familiar stories were made to convey over the centuries. 

 
 
Shahnameh: Its impact on Persian historiography 
The Shahnameh's impact on Persian historiography was 

immediate and some historians decorated their books with the verses 
of Shahnameh. Following are some important historians who have 
praised the Shahnameh and Ferdowsi and took assistance from this 
work:17 

1) The unknown writer of the Tarikh Sistan (History of Sistan) 
(circa 1053 CE) 

2) The unknown writer of Majmal al-Tawrikh wa Al-Qasas 
(circa 1126 CE). 

                                                 
16 . Ibid, pp. 287-355.  
17 . Doctor Mahdi Nurian, Afarin Ferdowsi az Zaban Pishinian (The praises of Ferdowsi 
from the tongue of the ancients), Hasti Magazine, Vol 4. 1993. Tehran, Bahman 
Publishers. 
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3) Mohammad Ali Ravandi the writer of the Rahat al-Sodur wa 
Ayat al-Sorur (circa 1206 CE) 

4) Ibn Bibi the writer of the history book Al-Awamir al-
'Alaiyah written during the era of 'Ala ad-din KayGhobad 

5) Ibn Esfandyar the composer of the Tarikh-e Tabarestan. 

6) Muhammad Juwayni the early historian of the Mongol era in 
his Tarikh-e Jahan Gushay (Ilkhanid era) 

7) Hamdollah Qazwini also paid much attention to the 
Shahnameh and wrote his Zafarnameh based on the same style. 
(Ilkhanid era) 

8) Hafez Abru (1430) in his Majma' al-Tawarikh 

9) Khwand Mir in his Habab al-Siyar (circa 1523) has praised 
Ferdowsi and has given an extensive biography on Ferdowsi. 

10) The Arab Historian Ibn Athir remarks in his book titled 
"Al-Kamil": "If we name it the Quran of 'Ajam, we have not said 
something in vain. If a poet writes poetry and the poems have many 
verses, or if someone writes many compositions, it will always be the 
case that some of their writings might not be excellent. But in the 
case of Shahnameh, despite having more than 40 thousand couplets, 
all its verses are excellent".18 

Its Historical Significance 

                                                 
18 . M.B. Dickson and S.C. Welch, The Houghton Shahnameh, Vol. I 
(London: 1981), p. 34. 
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The Shahnameh of Ferdowsi is a valuable source regarding the 
history of ancient Iran up to its conquest by the hands of the Arabs. It 
cannot be considered only as an epic but also gives an account of the 
social and cultural advancement of Iran through different ages.19 The 
historical significance of Shahnameh is evident from its verses in 
which Ferdowsi depicts the illustrious past of his motherland, has 
appealed the Iranians for rebuilding and reviving the past glory of 
Iran. 

The Iran possesses a long record of historic past. It produced 
great warriors, generals and fighting. This ancient land of Asia is 
proud of fighting the Romans against the Arabs. Iran produced the 
legendry Rustam, Sohrab, Afrasiyab, Shapur the great, Sam, Naiman, 
Darius, Cyrus the great and Naushirvan the just, to name a few, but 
the Iranian prestige had suffered a setback by the Arab conquest of 
Persia, as the country was known earlier. Hence the national pride of 
the Iranians desperately wanted an outlet to manifest its zeal and 
fervour and this was provided by the immortal literary work, the 
Shahnameh.20 

The book is based on the history of Iran from the time of the 
first mystical king Kaymurus to the downfall of Yazdgard, the last 
Sassanian king. Accounts of the ministers, nobles and warriors and 
stories of wars and feast are also incorporated in the Shahnameh. The 
history treated in Shahnameh is of three categories. The first part of 
the epic is mystical, the second being semi-historical and third part is 
pure history dealing with the Sassanian dynasty. Had Ferdowsi not 
composed the mystical and semi-historical parts, the present day 
would have remained ignorant of their great ancestors and their 
glorious deeds. 

                                                 
19 . Dr. Zahooruddin Ahmad, op. cit., p. 32.  
20 . Ibid  
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The historical account contained in Shahnameh is quite 
authentic because Ferdowsi is careful enough to note the source of 
his information. There is no other historical work so authentic than 
the Shahnameh on the ancient Iran. In spite of its literary value, it is 
also a historical document which describes the religious, political and 
social condition of ancient Iran and gives an authentic account of the 
morals, manners, customs and traditions of the Iranians. It depicts the 
war and territorial expansion of Iran, the exploits of its heroes, the 
spiritual force of the mystics, the advent of Zaratushtra (Zoroaster) 
and his religion and various other important events of this great 
country.21 By Shahnameh, Ferdowsi has preserved for ever the 
national history of Iran and rescued it from oblivion and at the same 
time, he has immortalized himself through this great work, the 
product of his life-time labor and devotion. However, the national 
pride of Ferdowsi did not allow him to use the works and expressions 
of the foreign and hostile country of Arabia. Naturally, we find very 
little knowledge of Arabic words and its people in the Shahnameh.22 

Since the Shahnameh also deals with the pre-historic era, 
Ferdowsi had often to reconstruct the events by his own imagination. 
Moreover, like a true epic poet, he has portrayed the different 
characters in their respective style and manner. Though Shahnameh 
is an epic poem, we find some verses of fine romantic nature, and 
nowhere Firdausi appears to trespass the limits of modesty and 
decorum. The love affairs between Bizan and Moniza, Sohrab and 
Mah Afrid, Zal and Rudaba are beautiful specimens of romantic 
Persian poetry. Ferdowsi often uses beautiful and appropriate 
sceneries in Shahnameh but never does he indulge in excessive use 
of rhetoric and flowery expressions. Even if he uses them 

                                                 
21 . Mirza Maqbool Bag Badakhshani, op. cit., p. 151.  
22 . Ibid., p. 152.  
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occasionally, the subject matter never looses its fluency, charm and 
vividness.  

Conclusion 
Shahnameh of Ferdowsi contributed great significance in 

compiling the accurate and authentic history of Iran from the ancient 
times till the Arab conquest. However, it is silent regarding the 
history of the Achaemenian, the Assyrian and the Parthian rulers 
(701-208 BC). Since it benefitted from the most authentic primary 
sources, it possesses utmost historical value. Its some accounts are 
completely mythical, fictitious and superstitious but this was the only 
material which was available to him23 and such trends were also 
followed in Greek historical literature. It represents an idea of 
nationalism and patriotism. 
 
  

A  splendid  encomium,  indeed,  for  Ferdowsi  for  his  thirty‐
five  years  labour  spent  for  reviving  and  revitalizing  Persia 
through  the  Shahnameh,  his  Persian  Epic.  Shahnameh  is 
essentially  a  history  of  the  Persian  kings  (mythological  and 
historical)  and  the  heroes  of  Iran.  The  central  figure  in  the 
History of Kings is Rustom, yet Shahnameh contains many ethical 
verses,  therefore,  on  account  of  the  historical  importance  and 
literary  value  of  Shahnama,  Firdausi  is  still  regarded  as  the 
master  of  epic  poetry.  Allama  Ibn  Asir  has  termed  the 

                                                 
23 . Sir Jhon Malcolm, The History of Persia vom. 1(London: William 
Clowes,  p. 504.  
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Shahnameh  as  'the  Quran  of  Ajam'24  and  Sir  Gore  Ouseley  has 
called Firdausi 'the Homer of Persian'.25 

However, Shahnameh has been called the "Persian Quran" by 
Ibn al-Athir,26 this title is not common knowledge among the Persian 
speakers but somehow indicates the importance of this book for all 
Persian speakers of the Iranian world, including Afghanistan and 
Tajikistan, to other Persian speakers of Central Asia, as well as in 
India, Pakistan and as far as China. In short: a study of the 
Shahnameh gives us a literary excuse for exploring how culture 
moves across time and space, becoming part of the global common 
heritage. 

                                                 
24 . M.B. Dickson and S.C. Welch, The Houghton Shahnameh, op. cit., p. 
34.  
25 . John D. Yohannan, The Persian Poetry Fad in England, 1770-1825, Comparative 
Literature, Vol. 4, No. 2, Spring 1952, , p. 137. 
26 . Ghulam Abbas Dalal, Ethics in Persian poetry: with special reference to Timurid 
period (New Delhi: Shakti Malik, 1995), p. 58. 
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*Dr. Khwaja Mohammad. Ekramuddin 
 
 

Comparative Study of Shahnameha-e-Firdausi 
And Shahnameha-e-islam 

 
Abstract 
Shahnameha of Firdausi is so popular that even after thousand 

years of its creation its importance is not only intact but its popularity 
is increasing with every sunrise. The reason behind the importance 
and popularity of Shahnameha is that it is not perfect example of 
Persian poetic aesthetics but also the strength of classical poetic 
tradition. The simplicity of its diction is unprecedented and this is not 
only the poetic history of Iranian poets but with its all peculiarities 
it’s an epic which can be counted with the great epics of the world 
literature. The Shahnameha is full of Supernatural events, 
exaggerated heroic attempts and the stories of vendetta and 
envies.  At the same time this is a studio depicting the ancient Iranian 
civilization and culture with complete details. Good examples of 
historiography, imagery, expression of feelings and brevity can be 
found in Shahnameha everywhere. These qualities make 
Shahnameha an eternal masterpiece. 

 Intruduction 
Shanamas and Masnavis have been written in several languages 

of the world taking the Shahnameha of Firdausi in mind and its 
diction also followed. The diction of Shahnameha can be seen in the 
style of Anees and Dabir in Urdu. The famous Urdu “Shahnameha-e-

                                                 
* Associate Professor Centre of Indian Languages School of Language, literature and 
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Islam” is also inspired by the diction of Shahnameh-e-Firdausi. 
Shahnameha-e-Islam is a great creation of Urdu Literature written by 
Abul-Asar Hafeez Jalandhri which is not only a gem of creation but 
also an anthem of Islamic faith. The creation has its own place in the 
classical literature of the world. Shahnameha-e-Islam consists four 
volumes; each volume contains more than two thousand couplets. 
The first volume published in 1929 which contains the Quranic 
fables from Hazrat Adam (Adam) till Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) 
with the historical evidences and details. He himself says about the 
cause of creation 

 تمناہے کہ اس دنيا ميں کوئی کام کر جاوں

 اگر کچه ہوسکے تو خدمِت اسالم کرجاوں
 
Tamanna hai ke is duniya mein koi kaam kar jaaoon 
Agar kuchh ho sakey to khidmat-e-Islam kar jaaoon 
 
(My longing is to do something eternal in this world I serve the 

Islam a bit if I could do this) 
This dimension of Shahnameha makes it valuable. 
  
Some important works have been done in several languages of 

subcontinent on the Shahnameha of Firdausi. Like other languages, 
several important researches have been done on Shahnameha but the 
comparison of Shahnameha-e-Firdausi and Shahnameha-e-Islam is 
new topic and will explore some new dimension of both the 
creations. The motive behind the comparison of both Shahnamehas is 
to explore the literary and artistic qualities in context of topic and 
diction as well as its inspirational continuations. 

The comparison between the Shanama-e-Islam and 
Shahnameha Fidausi lead us to the comparison of tow thinkers who 
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wanted to revive their glorious past. The Arab invasion had 
superimposed Arab culture on Iran and the best and fine culture of its 
time was sinking in the flood of a new culture in the name of a newly 
introduced religion called Islam. At that point of time Firdausi came 
with Shahnameha glorifying the pre-Islamic Iranian culture and 
tradition.  

Firdausi is one of the undisputed giants of the Persian literature. 
After Firdausi's Shahnameheh a number of other works similar in 
nature surfaced over the centuries within the cultural sphere of the 
Persian language. Without exception, all such works were based in 
style and method on Firdausi's Shahnameheh, but none of them could 
quite achieve the same degree of fame and popularity as Firdausi's 
masterpiece. 

Firdausi has a unique place in Persian history because of the 
strides he made in reviving and regenerating the Persian language 
and cultural traditions. His works are cited as a crucial component in 
the persistence of the Persian language, as those works allowed much 
of the tongue to remain codified and intact. In this respect, Firdausi 
surpasses Nezami, Khayyam, Asadi Tusi, and other seminal Persian 
literary figures in his impact on Persian culture and language. Many 
modern Iranians see him as the father of the modern Persian 
language. 

Shahnameheh was originally drafted by Firdausi for the Princes 
of Samanids, who were responsible for revival of the Persian cultural 
traditions after the Arab invasion. Firdausi would live to see the 
Samanids conquered by the Ghaznavids. The new ruler Mahmud of 
Ghaznavi would lack the same interest in Firdausi's work as that 
shown by the Samanids, resulting in him losing favor with the royal 
court. Firdausi died in 1020 C.E. in "poverty and embittered by royal 
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neglect" though confident that the work that he had created would 
last the test of time. Written at the end of the tenth century and the 
beginning of the eleventh century C.E., Shahnameheh mainly 
concerned pre-Islamic Iran, through its fictional protagonist, Rostam, 
a Persian hero and legend who is a greater-than-life figure (akin to 
Hercules) living for more than five hundred years, undergoing seven 
trials of strength, battling foes of man, beast, and dragon, and serving 
more than five Persian monarchies. Firdausi's Rostam is an epitome 
of bravery, heroism, and loyalty to the Persian throne. Rostam 
however is more than just a legend and a hero, in that he is constantly 
on the edge, and always resolute to assert that he is "his own man" 
able to define his own destiny and make his own choices, regardless 
of needs of others even those of the kings he so faithfully serves. 
Firdausi lived at a critical historical period and so his book not only 
reflects the uncertainties and challenges of the era but his own 
resilience and determination in creation of a stable Persian literary 
identity that was unique and different from its Arab counterpart. 
Firdausi in fact was a "dehqan" or a member of the indigenous 
landed aristocracy who had in a severely attenuated way survived the 
Arab conquest and now had to adapt to the new world order. 
Shahnameheh in many ways reflects this ongoing challenge.  

 Firdausi's literary masterpiece is in many ways a political, 
social reflection of his time period. Shahnameheh marks a 
transitional period for the Persian culture, in a sense that in one hand 
it represents the summation of what has transpired before and the 
irretrievable Persian golden age, and on the other what is to come in 
way of adaptation of a new cultural identity and creation of a new 
"self-image." As such an accurate historical background is 
consequential to understanding the message and the importance of 
Shahnameheh and indeed of Firdausi's ordeal. Shahnameheh and 
indeed Persian history is greatly affected by the Arab invasion of 
Persia at seventh century C.E. This plays a critical role, since at least 
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from a western perspective, Persia's history is divided in half with 
thirteen hundred years before the event, with domination of the 
Achaemenid empire originating from Persis, later Parthians, and 
finally the Sassanids, and thirteen hundred years after the event with 
advents of multiple Persian empires. For Persians the Arab invasion 
must have come as a shock, for it seemed that at least for a while that 
the Persian identity would be indistinguishable from those of other 
lands subsumed in the Caliphate. Arabs generally took to causing 
civil disturbances, religious persecution of Persians, and burning of 
the Zoroastrian and Persian books. This made the worry of loss of a 
Persian identity that much more imminent for Firdausi. 

The Umayyads also often treated Persians (even converts) as 
second-class citizens. The Abbasids who came after Umayyads were 
more receptive to Persian influences and saw a Persianization of their 
court if not of the Caliphate. This eventually led to creation of 
multiple Persian power centers within the Caliphate: In Baghdad, the 
Buyids, claiming decent from the Sassanids, celebrating ancient 
Zoroastrian festivals, and having a Shi'a sympathy rose to power, 
while in the northeast the Samanids ruled through the tenth century 
claiming decent from Bahram Chubineh, a famous Sassanid general.  

It was the Samanids who promoted Firdausi, allowing him to 
realize his dream of creation of a unique new Persian language and it 
was during this time that funded by the Samanid court, Firdausi 
began a painstaking task of creating a unique Persian cultural 
identity. Firdausi's work is also unique in this sense because it puts 
the Persian creation myths center stage, not focusing or attaching 
itself to Qur'anic chronology or cosmology. This distinguishes him 
from other writers of the time like Tabari and Mas'udi, and makes his 
work that much more relevant, to what some scholars consider to be 
a "Persian renaissance. 
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In the same way, Hafeez Jalandhari felt that the Islamic history 
of bravery and glory is being forgotten and Muslims don’t even feel 
what they are losing. This thinking of Hafeez Jalandhari produced 
Shahnameha-e-Islam.   

In the regard of Islamic history and development of Islamic 
culture there are so many poets in Urdu who presented the 
masterpiece of their poetry. In those poets we can name specially  
Khwaja Altaf Husain hali , Allama Iqabal. Khwaja Altaf Husain Hali 
wrote Mad- o- Jazre Islam wich is wid;ey famous in the name of 
Musadas-e- Hali. Khwaja Altaf Hussain Hali, one of the greatest 
social reformers of India was born in Panipat in 1837, Altaf Hussain 
was educated in the same city and later went to Delhi where he 
wished to gain further education in the Indo-Islamic poetic tradition. 
It was here he chose the cognomen of "Khastah" (The Spent One, or 
The Tired One). He was forced to return home, and pursued a 
government job until displaced by the Mutiny of 1857. After this 
turning point in his life, he drifted from job to job for several years, 
arriving eventually inLahore in the mid 1870s, where he began to 
compose his epic poem on the request of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, the 
Musaddas e-Madd o-Jazr e-Islam (An elegaic poem on the Ebb and 
Tide of Islam) under the new poetic pseudonym of "Hali" (The 
Contemporary). The Musaddas, or Musaddas-e-Hali, as it is often 
known, was published in 1879 to critical acclaim, and considered to 
herald the modern age of Urdu poetry. On request of Sir Syed 
Ahmad Khan he wrote the famous Mussadas that was published in 
1879. Halis' Mussadas was about the rise and fall of the Muslims. 
Hali reviled “the rich for their selfishness, the aristocracy for their 
degeneracy, religious leaders for their bigoted ignorance, poets for 
their foolish triviality.” Mussadas took Muslim India by storm. Its 
extracts are still being taught in Muslim schools and recited in 
religious and educational functions. It created a wide spread 
awakening amongst the Muslims of India. His another poems in the 
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form of masnavi like , Chup ki dad, Bewa ki faryad etc brought back 
to life the society of their time. Hali says in his musadas about the 
Islamic revolution like this:  

 ادیـــوت ہــوہ بجلی کا کڑکا تها يا ص
   ساری ہالدیعرب کی زمين جس نے

Like this Allama Iqbal is also known as Islamic poet who ever 
concern about the Islamic fraternity and wrote a number of poems 
about Islamic civilization and the situation of the era. His poem 
Majid-e-Qurtaba, shikwa and jawab-e-shikwa are the marvelous 
creation of the Iqbal in which his concern about Muslim community 
can be seen.  In this light I mean to say that few Urdu poets adopted 
Firduasi , style and tone for the depicting the problems of the  time.  

Like this hafeez Jalndhari also was very much impressed by 
Firdausi and hi deliberately adopted the style and tone of Firdausi for 
his Shahnameh. Hafeez mentioned his name and influence in the 
binging of his Shahnameh. Not only had that he explained why he is 
influenced by Shahnameh-e- Firdausi. He says: 

  وحوم نے ايران کو زندہــردوسی مــــا فـــــکي
 روں ايمان کو زندہــــخدا توفيق دے تو ميں ک

 
  ہی کہاں ميریتقابل کا کروں دعویٰ يہ طاقت 

  اقص نامکمل ہے زباں ميریــرا نـــل ميـــتخي
 
  ی ہو نہيں سکتیـانــــوی کی ہمزبــاں پہلــــزب

  ی ہو نہيں سکتیــــابهی اردو ميں پيدا وہ روان
 

  ی فارغ البالیـــکہاں ہے اب وہ دور غزنوی ک
  ری ہمت عالیــا رکهی ہے ميــــغالمی نے دب

Hafeez was born in Jalandhar, British India to a Rajput family 
around thousand years after Firdausi. His father was Shams-ud-din 
who was Hafiz-e-Qur'an. He firstly studied in mosque and was then 
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admitted in a local school. He then received formal education up 
until seventh grade (class). His monumental work of poetry, 
Shahnameha-e-Islam gave him incredible fame which, in the manner 
of Firdowsi’s Shahnameha, is a record of the glorious history of 
Islam in verse. 

His monumental work of poetry, Shahnameha-e-Islam gave 
him incredible fame which, in the manner of Firdowsi’s 
Shahnameha, is a record of the glorious history of Islam in verse. 
Hafeez Jullandhari wrote the national anthem of Pakistan composed 
by S.G.Chhagla. He is unique in Urdu poetry for the enchanting 
melody of his voice and lilting rhythms of his songs and lyrics. His 
poetry generally deals with romantic, religious, patriotic and natural 
themes. He chooses his themes, images and tunes from the 
subcontinent and his language is a fine blend of Hindi and Urdu 
diction, reflecting the composite culture of South Asia. 

“Through this, I believe Jinnah Sahab wanted to sow the roots 
of secularism in Pakistan,” read a post that quoted Azad. The debate 
comes at a time when Pakistanis are having a fresh look at the role 
played by Jinnah in the partition, thanks to a new biography of the 
country’s founder penned by former BJP leader Jaswant Singh. 

He first married in 1917, when he was seventeen years old. His 
first wife was his cousin “Zeenat Begum”. They altogether had seven 
children, all of them girls and no boys. In 1939 he married for the 
second time with a young English woman and had one girl with her. 
This marriage ended in a divorce. His first wife died in 1954. In 1955 
he married with Khurshid Begum. The third relation also gifted him 
one girl. 

In 1922 – 1929 he remained the editor of a few monthly 
magazines namely, “Nonehal”, “Hazar Dastaan”, “Teehzeeb-e-
Niswan”, “Makhzin”. His first collection of poems Nagma-e-Zar was 
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published in 1935. After the World War II , he worked as the director 
of the Song Publicity Department. During this same time he wrote 
songs that were much liked by the public. 

He died on December 21, 1982 at the age of eighty two years. 
He was buried in Model Town, Lahore but later on his dead body 
was re-buried in the tomb near Minar-e-Pakistan For his literary and 
patriotic services he was awarded with the most prestigious awards 
of Hilal-e-Imtiaz and Pride of Performance. 

Finally to conclude I can say that the Shahnameh Islam is the 
creation of Hafeez but credit goes to Firdausi because this is the 
replica of his style and tone , although the theme is Shahnameh Islam 
is different .  
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*Dr. Manjeet Chaturvedi 
 

Reading a social movement in Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh, 
sociologically 

  
Abstract 
The paper is an attempt to explore the impact of Shahnameh on 

the culture and society of the Iranian people as a social movement. 
True that it was a product of the several centuries deep heritage that 
had survived and was getting adapted to a newer belief-system as 
well as the political conditions. As a literary creator Ferdowsi found 
raw material from ‘folk’ and ‘ethno-national history’, drew heavily 
on ‘hero worship’ emotional circuit that was riding on the back of 
legends and celebrated what was common but not ordinary and 
created ethereal phenomenon out of a brilliant mix of fact and fiction. 
Virtue is its message for a fading culture by the ups and downs of the 
protagonist who in essence is ‘pure collectivity’ before and after 
every struggle. The way the kings and heroes, their lows and highs as 
attributable to material life, is portrayed to incite a sensible 
acceptance of good over bad by  the people  through their own day to 
day experience in their own life-world still excels in contemporary 
time since Ferdowsi wrote a story extraordinaire targeting social 
solidarity . When the protagonist is a real formation of the culture 
and society through conflicts, the epic carries more than the written 
text, a free will but to choose virtuous  collectivity  and becomes an 
inspiring marvel, not only to the then  Persian – the common people 
and the elites alike -  but also to the present day Iranians. 

Ferdowsi’s work has been a major organizing force of cultural 
revitalization and over centuries has found a significant place in the 
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collective consciousness of the Iranian people. There is an inner 
resonance of social and political conflict in this book of kings written 
in Persian language which is an example of rich historicity of an 
ancient culture. Sociologically, the paper concludes that although 
built on revitalization of culture, philosophy, language, world-view,   
Shahnameh unleashed a social movement by going beyond which 
continued for more than 1000 years to the new millennium. 

Preface 
My brief paper outlines that the endogenous history (fact), myth 

(fiction), legends and folk tales (retelling of mixture of mythology, 
prehistory, fiction and fact) to provide the raw material for Ferdowsi 
to revive the original culture, identity and society of his country by 
writing Shahnameh. His magnum opus is an integrated indigenous 
production which achieved the status of a cultural incarnation written 
in a language, a medium which was rebooted as part of the collective 
mind. This piece of great literature refueled collective consciousness 
to recall endogenous past in front of exogenous present is a rare 
example of a verse starting a social movement.  I am thus looking at 
Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh in a sociological context in a novel 
perspective. The 'performing Shahnameh' by sarayanda (singer) for 
the common people through theatre and songs, another art form, 
unstopped by the new kings or even liked, is a case of in point before 
Ferdowsi against the unipolarity, and his Shahnameh launches a 
silent social movement of rejuvenation of bipolarity so as to live an 
indigenous life possibly without any  confrontation in social order.  

 
What Sociology has to do with Shahnameh?   
The deliverance of Shahenameh is  not just another  epic,  a 

long poetry started  in early modern Persian(1) by Ferdowsi in first 
millennium (977 A.D.) finished in second millennium (1010 A.D.) 
but the changes that have followed in literature and language, polity, 
economy, culture and society and many other spheres in Iran, the 
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subcontinent and many parts of the world which are being discussed 
in third millennium (2011) not just as an archival material (2) but to  
visualize the future in the light of the past. If medium is message (3), 
these changes and probably their continuity and more changes 
together make the living ‘message’ of Shahnameh from which the 
subject of sociology cannot keep itself away from. This paper 
accounts for the social consequences of the Shahnameh by reading its 
message as a social movement which was started by Ferdowsi one 
thousand years ago. 

How the ‘message’ is created? What is the ‘message’? How 
it is a social movement? 

Before the historiography took its modern form, Ferdowsi 
wrote Shahnameh in the style of historiography by a reproductive 
method using the earlier literary material from written texts, oral 
narrations and folklores as the base of the book of kings (there is 
disclaimer by Ferdowsi that he received a book of kings written in 
Pahlavi from a friend). Shahnameh recorded the ‘popular knowledge’ 
of what happened in Iranian mythology, history and society in the 
past which might or might not be the fact of history but as a 
component of ‘popular knowledge’ was believed to be true by the 
people and thus had been influential as a social fact, ‘myths’ which 
wielded as much power as a believing mass glorified their past in 
heroes and gods who were the source of ‘farr’ (4), deeds and 
tragedies and other ‘close to heart’ material including codes of 
conduct which had the capacity to keep core societal processes and 
institutions organized despite conflicts and breakdowns. The literary 
medium of Shahnameh included lots of stories, events, ideas and 
beliefs which filled up the trenches being dug when two massive 
cultures were interacting in Iran and thus creating a message in the 
form of social changes in the wake of Shahnameh which in 
sociological essence was a collectivity’s action to bring back the 
ancient ideals in their day-to-day life and keep communicating in a 
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language in which their undivided identity was actualized since their 
civilization commenced. Thus a social movement was born out of a 
poem in a society which has the attribute of ‘continuity’. 

 
Furthering Sociological Analysis: Conclusions 
Ferdowsi expressed his method of collecting ‘narratives’ from 

different singers and putting them in place to form single narrative as 
“farham avordan” or ‘reintegration of the disintegrated text’ (5) 
which itself shows that although he was the author but how he could 
he claim the copyright since it was a ‘collective effort’ initiated by a 
man of commons– a peasant (dehqan). 

 
A question occurs while reading Shahnameh as to who is the 

protagonist -- Rostam, or other heroes, or biography of multiple 
protagonists being located in the history of ancient regime for a 
society now undergoing changes due to exogenous impact of Islam in 
last three centuries, or there is no protagonist only a tell-tale of 
tragedy? Why to bother for a protagonist when I am ‘Reading a 
social movement in Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh, Sociologically’?  

 
A sociological reading of this collectivized text is only possible 

by looking at the angle that when many narrators are accorded as 
contributors (which might not be true but the author had to keep this 
always in mind that he showed his work as a cooperative venture) 
how could there possibly be a single protagonist or an agreement on 
a number of protagonists?  

Keeping this examination in mind that as a literary creator 
Ferdowsi found raw material from ‘folk’ and ‘ethno-national 
history’, drew heavily on ‘hero worship’ emotional circuit that was 
riding on the back of legends and celebrated what was common but 
not ordinary and created ethereal phenomenon out of a brilliant mix 
of fact and fiction, I tried to find the real protagonist in order to  
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understand the moving force of a social movement which was to 
follow the poetic opus. The answer lies in comprehending the way 
the gods, kings and heroes, their lows and highs as attributable to 
material life, is portrayed to incite a sensible acceptance of good over 
bad by  the people  through their own day to day experience in their 
own life-world which continue to still excel in contemporary time 
since Ferdowsi wrote a story extraordinaire targeting social 
solidarity. When the protagonist is a real formation of the culture and 
society through conflicts, the epic carries more than the written text, 
a free will but to choose virtuous  collectivity  and becomes an 
inspiring marvel, not only to the then  Persian – the common people 
and the elites alike -  but also to the present day Iranians.  

 
 
Process of reconstruction of real identity and its own language 

and scoping for opportunities of continuity despite cleavages and 
adapting to exogenous changes by rejuvenating endogenous history 
was an act by Ferdowsi to also satiate the cultural hunger of the 
people. Virtue is its message for a fading culture by the ups and 
downs of the protagonist who in essence is ‘pure collectivity’ before 
and after every struggle 

Ferdowsi’s work has been a major organizing force of cultural 
revitalization and over centuries has found a significant place in the 
collective consciousness of the Iranian people. There is an inner 
resonance of social and political conflict in this book of kings written 
in Persian language which is an example of rich historicity of an 
ancient culture. Sociologically speaking, although built on 
revitalization of culture, philosophy, language, world-view, morality 
and ethics   Shahnameh unleashed a social movement by going 
beyond its time dimension.  
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Footprint 
In my opinion, Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh is a subject matter of 

sociology in addition to literature because it generated a social 
movement. 
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The Role of Women in Shahnameh: The Characters 

 

Abstract  
Shahnameh ( the Book of Kings) which is in the ancient Iranian 

tradition rooted in the ancient Iranian traditions, an epic of 
approximately 60,000 couplets rewritten in the tenth century A.D. in 
the final, completed from which has reached us today.  

The purpose of this paper is to provide an analysis of the roles 
and image of women the in Shahnameh. Ferdowsi view of women is 
positive and praising them. Therefore, we can observe with full 
confidence that the attitude of the poet toward women is one of 
admiration, respect, honor and praise. Misogyny in Shahnameh does 
not exist, or no antagonism toward women rooted in the poets' 
attitude. There is presence of a double structure concerning the 
question of women. Within this paradoxical double structure, it is not 
that one structure eventually cancels out the other, rather the 
coexistence of both structures in the same work results in the readers' 
suspension between the conclusions each of them separately urges.  

The dichotomy in the characterization of women in epic 
literature is not limited to a single culture; a consistent thread runs 
through the universal inconsistency in the make-up of women in epic 
which is runs across the border between the East and the West, 
wherever that border may be drawn on the map geographically, 
historically, or culturally.  

Keywords:Shahnameh, Women, Iran, Society, Epic 
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Introduction  
The Shahnameh, the most significant epic in Persian literature, 

is the monumental work of Ferdowsi. He was born about A.D. 920. 
He began the versification of Shahnameh about A.D 957-85, finished 
the first edition in 999, and completes the second edition in 1010. He 
died in his native place of Tus probably about 1020-25.  

 
The content of Shahnameh, its indebtedness to the pre-Islamic 

era and the innovation of the poet himself are matters of dispute 
among scholars.  

 
Ferdowsi view of women is positive and praising them. 

Therefore, we can observe with full confidence that the attitude of 
the poet toward women is one of admiration, respect, honor and 
praise.  The best example of ferdowsi courtesy toward women is his 
own friendship with his wife and his high regard for her. The source 
of this information is the poet’s introduction to the “Story of Bizhan 
and Manizheh” in which he refers to his wife with high poetic 
admiration and respect.  

 
In contrast to the methods with which women are restricted 

from basic practices of day to day affairs, Ferdowsi goes to the extent 
of elevating women to such position that he claims the insight and 
wisdom of women can enlighten a society.  

 
The image of women in Ferdowsi’s work, therefore, is 

incomparably superior to those of the time Ferdowsi lived. Despite 
any imaginable restrictions that female characters may have in 
Shahnameh, they surpass the acceptable images of women in the 
works of scholars mentioned above. All in all, Ferdowsi proves not 
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to be a misogynist whether in comments related to his private life or 
in his representation of female characters in his epic.  

The women of Shahnameh 
Men and women in Shahnameh are equally endowed with 

dynamism and a host of positive personal attributes. Indeed, the 
Shahnameh tradition celebrates the active and dynamic attributes of 
mankind beyond gender and glorifies vital, strenuous qualities in 
human life as a whole. Shahnameh which marks the Renaissance of 
Persian literature in the tenth and eleventh centuries A . D., and 
which revitalized Pre- Islamic Persian culture, shares, in its own 
right, the dynamic sprit which prevailed in the Western Renaissance 
after the fourteenth century and which Greco-Roman values. 
Shahnameh represents a renaissance world view in which the 
representation of human condition, enthusiasm for life in this world, 
active confrontation with human crises, and the glorification of the 
dynamic, autonomous personality, together with ethical and moral 
considerations, is all essential comments. Basically Shahnameh 
provides a positive context for men and women, a context that lends 
strength, vitality, liveliness and strenuousness to characters 
regardless of gender. Nonetheless, we should add immediately that 
with regard to women, despite positive individual attributes, the same 
context, from another point of view, has imposed societal limitations 
perhaps as strongly as it has endowed them with personal attributes.  

 
Shahnameh is composed of three major parts in which appear 

approximately 60 women characters. Although these characters are 
found in all three sections of the epic: the mythological, the 
legendary and the historical part, the present detailed characters 
analysis cannot possibly deal with all those women. Our papers focus 
on around major characters in the legendry part, in which the most 
important character all appear.  These are character who reflects 
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major viewpoints about women in the world of epic, illustrating not 
only ideal images in them, but also their limitations in their world.  

 
We will examine major female character as they appear in 

Shahnameh. They are placed in different narrative contexts and 
represent different types of characters; yet, regardless of the type of 
character they represent, a consistent structural thread runs through 
their make-up, and in the final analysis, the recurrent pattern says 
something about their womanhood. 

Rudabeh, Tahmineh, Ketayun, Gurdafarid, the nameless 
Mother of Siyavash, and Sudabeh are specifically endowed with 
dynamic individually and powerful characteristics such as bravery, 
courage, beauty, wisdom,  insight, fearlessness, autonomous 
individuality, and a host of other attributes which reflect the positive 
context of the epic, yet within the same text, the same woman is not 
only neglected to a subservient role, but also finds imposed upon her 
status of not being taken seriously, severe handicaps regarding her 
full integration in the social fabric of the story, and not being allowed 
to use her considerable abilities. To put it differently, whereas men 
and women are endowed with positive individual attributes, they 
differ in the social structure within the epic. The underlying double 
structure, therefore, pulls the private and public lives of these women 
in two directions, a recurrent pattern from which women cannot 
escape in Shahnameh.   

Individual Resourcefulness: Rudabeh, Tahmineh and 
Katayun 

Rudabeh is a major character in the story of “Zal and 
Rudabeh,” a popular love story which is often selected to represent 
Persian literature in some anthologies of world literature. 13 also this 
romance has appeared in different genres of literature and paintings.  

Examining the positive aspects of this major and dynamic 
character, we cannot notice major components in her make-up, 
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components which reflect the highly regarded position of Rudabeh in 
the gallery of female epic personalities. She possesses beauty, 
wisdom, courage, fearlessness, independence of character, dynamic 
individuality, and a well-rounded personality.  

The element of beauty as-character-strength plays a significant 
role in the context of the story, not only to establish the significance 
of Rudabeh, or her importance in the eyes of other characters, but 
also as a narrative tool in establishing character relationship , and 
operates within the process of linguistic sign, signifier, and signified.  

In the context of the story Rudabeh’s amazing beauty is 
renowned in her father’s kingdom and in the neighboring countries, a 
component which plays a central role in bringing Zal and Rudabeh 
together. 

Hearing her from one of his attendants, fall madly in love with 
her. The narrator adds that the description of Rudabeh’s beauty wins 
the heart of the Iranian hero.  

Tahmineh is the major female character in the tragedy of 
“Rustam and Sohrab.” The best passive description of this woman in 
Shahnameh is found when she is first introduced to the reader in 
which Rustam has fallen asleep the festivity in Samangan.  

Perhaps the most significant element in Shahnameh is wisdom 
(khirad). Khirad is an indispensible term in Shahnameh, a term the 
significance of which goes beyond the ordinary interpretation of wise 
action. Khirad is closely associated with the lord in Shahnameh.  

In the same fashion as Rudabeh, Tahmineh falls in love with 
Rustam based upon more or less the same principles and values. Like 
Rudabeh, Tahmineh acts bravely, her initiative step being associated 
with her genuine and pure love. Motivated by such feelings and 
verbally expressing her genuine love for Rustam, Tahmineh 
approached the warier.  

Not only ferdowsi fascination, praise, and admiration for this 
female character, but also the taste of the readers of this story 
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throughout the centuries has confirmed the goodwill in endowing 
Tahmineh with such noble traits.  

Ketayun has her own independent identity; nonetheless, she, 
too, in a broad sense falls into the category of paradoxes from which 
the women of Shahnameh have suffered. She is another example of a 
dynamic, worthy women who, once again, will be forced not only 
into a secondary, subservient role, but also she will not be taken 
seriously and will eventually be wasted despite her considerable 
abilities.  

Among several positive characteristic the independence of her 
character is evident in the first episode when she insists on her right 
to choose her own husband rather than selecting from among those 
whom her father has invited. One must note here that the society in 
which lives accords her the right to choose her own husband, i.e. the 
society is not repressive to the extent that it provides for certain 
autonomy; nevertheless, she is paradoxically threatened for her life 
when her choice differs from her father preference. When Gushtasb 
her future husband. Specifically asks her why she is giving up the 
wealth and comfort of the court for her choice of a poor man like him 
and a difficult life ahead, Katayun answers: 

Why should we sorry about the crown and the throne when you 
and I can live happy life. 

 
Conclusion 
Ferdowsi create paradoxical characters who are women of 

personal substances limited by social constraints.  Our argument has 
been two fold. In the first place it’s our convention that there exists 
no misogyny in Shahnameh. Women are indispensible in the early 
epic of both traditions and more often than not highly regarded by 
epic heroes in general and the narrators of the sorties in particular.  
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In the second place, however, we have demonstrated the 
existence of a systematic inconsistency in the role and images which 
are assigned to the women of Shahnameh. There is a double structure 
which splits the female image in two opposite directions: one force is 
represented by praiseworthy, and positive image which is also endow 
the women of Shahnameh. 

 
 Yet within the same text, the same woman, through another 

force, is not only relegated to a subservient role, but also finds 
imposed upon her the status of not being taken seriously, severe 
handicaps regarding her full integration and full contribution in the 
social fabric of the story, and not being allowed to use her 
considerable abilities. The dichotomy in the characterization of 
women in early epic literature is not limited to a single culture. 
Whatever differences there may be in the culture of the East and 
West, there is a common problem concerning the question of women 
in the early popular epic literature. In other words, there exists a 
consistent thread that runs through the universal inconsistency in the 
make-up of women in epic.  
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Outlook of Firdosi and Imam Ghazali on the ancient 
kings of Iran 

 
 

Iran is a land of ancient civilization in which magnificently 
kings and emperors contributed to the development and expansion of 
the Persian civilization. Some of these kings belonged to the 
mythological periods of the Persian civilization and others were 
associated with the history of ancient Iran. Kings like Jamshid, 
Darius and Anushervan the Just, all of them are remembered in the 
history and civilization of Iran as architects of the Persian 
civilization. 

 
 Thinkers like Firdausi and Al Ghazali have commemorated 

them in their monumental works namely, the Shahnama and the al 
Tibrul al Masbuk fi Nasihatil Muluk. The accounts of these kings are 
distinctive perspective of their own in both the works. Firdausi 
eulogized them in order to highlight the greatness of the Persian 
civilization. Al Ghazali Islamicised them and treated them with a 
special purpose of his own in order to show the Islamic wisdom and 
heritage. These kings possessed and came to be regarded as 
repository of wisdom and divinity.  

 
The present paper discusses the divine right of kings as well as 

kings as makers of civilization and a nation with special reference to 
Firdausi and Imam Ghazali.  
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Al Ghazali looks upon the institution of the kingship with 

divine perspective. According to the great thinker of Islam, the king 
is khalifatullah fil ‘arD  or the vice regent of allah who is endowed 
with obligations and duties towards mankind and humanity at large. 
He is also entrusted with the sole responsibility of establishing peace 
in the universe and to fight against injustice and social vices. Al 
Ghazali finds these divine properties in most of the kings of the 
ancient Iran though they were pre-Islamic nonetheless they were 
repositories of Islamic virtues with retrospective effect. Thus by 
virtue of divinity they were brought within the fold of Islam and 
could command respect in all the Islamicate societies from Egypt to 
Malaysia.  

 
Al Ghazali discusses 6he entire panorama of pre-Islamic era in 

the wide discourse of Islamic kingship in which the kings were the 
vice regents of Islam. Though the concept of Islam could be 
identified with the Zoroastrian concept of kingship in which zillullah 
or khalifatullah fil ‘arD can be equated with farr-e-izadi. In this wider 
context one can easily find the Islamic traits of kingship in all the 
pre-Islamic kings of Persia namely Jamshid, Faridun and 
Anausherwan. The treatment of all the Islamic thinkers namely Al 
Ghazali, Nizamul Mulk Tusi and Shaikh Sa’di towards these kings 
was more Islamic than Zoroastrian. Firdisi ad played a significant 
role to propound the concept of farr-e-izadi which could easily be 
transferred into the garb of khalifatullah fil ‘arD by later Islamic 
thinkers. 

 Firdausi has dealt with all these kings in distinct and separate 
epics in the Shahname. As per the depiction of Firdausi, Jamshid was 
the king who propagated wahdaniyat or unity of being in the 
religious sphere of Iranian society and thus the Zoroastrians came to 
be recognised as monotheist nation. This phenomena proved 
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conducive for Iran to enter into the common wealth of Islam in later 
period and the country per se became darus salam which was darul 
Harb during the time of the second Caliph of Islam, Omar. The role 
of poets and thinkers of Iran can not be ruled out to propagate the 
essence of Islam in the pre and post Islamic Persia. Firdausi depicted 
Jamshid as king prophet who preached the message of Ahura Mazda 
and enjoyed divine right of kingship to evolve and develop ancient 
civilisation of Iran. On the contrary Zahhak was pitted against 
Jamshid who was to play the role of Iblis or Satan and to perpetrate 
evil and lawlessness in the body polity of Iran. He was an evil 
incarnate and brought about horrors in the Iranian society. Innocent 
lives were laid waste and the unjust and the tyrants ruled the roost.  

 
Here Firdausi underplayed the Zoroastrian concept of dualism 

and the conflict between the evil and the good were beautifully 
brought out by him in the Shahname, which matched with the Islamic 
concept of Rahman and Shaitan. In this dualism attempt was made by 
the thinker poet to show that the triumph of the good over the evil 
was the basic motto of the epic as well as Islamic philosophy. It can 
be extended to the tragedy of Karbala in which Yazid and Imam 
Hussain represented the evil and the good. There has been a chain of 
events in the Shahname in which this conflict of dualism has been 
appropriately depicted by Firdausi. Faridun emerged again as an 
embodiment of the goodness to bring the downfall of Zahhak, the 
evil incarnate, having brought the end of anarchy and lawlessness in 
Iran, Faridun divided his entire kingdom among his three sons 
namely Salm, Tur and Iraj. The region of Arabia was assigned to 
Salm and Turkey was granted to Tur  and Iran was bestowed upon 
Iraj. Iraj was the noblest son of Faridun and contrary to him Salm and 
Tur represented greed and lust for power again the conflict of 
dualism comes into play in the Shanamah and Firdausi on line with 
Islamic thought and Zoroastrian belief beautifully depicted the war 
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which followed the good and the evil. Iran represented the just cause 
of Faridun and Arabia and Turkey represented the unjust whose 
king’s hands were not clean but smeared with the blood of the noble 
Iraj.  

 
The historical period of Iran begins with the establishment of 

the Achemenide rule in the Shahname. The glorious rule of Darius 
was discussed in the Shahname, which was interfaced with the 
advent of Alexander on the Persian scene. The Islamic thinkers’ 
acquaintance with Alexander was mainly through his narrative and 
account by Firdausi in Shahname. Though Firdausi did not depict 
him as a prophet but certainly an Achemenide king and mostly 
presented him in favourable colour. Islamic thinkers namely Tabari, 
Al Ghazali and others presented him as a prophet Zulqarnain who 
brought about dialogue among civilisations. This element was also 
kept intact in the narrative of Alexander in the Shahname but the 
Iranian authority consider Cyrus the Great as Zul Qarnain rather the 
Alexander the Great. Nonetheless the exponents of Islamic literature 
of Persia namely Nizami, Rumi, Sadi and Hafiz base their account of 
Alexander more on the authority of Firdausi and on their own they 
invest the narrative with Islamic tone and tenor.  

 
Again the rule of Anausherwan the Just is being celebrated in 

Islamic literature both by Firdosi and Al Ghazali in the Shahname 
and al Tibr al Masbuk bi NaSaihil Muluk. Anaushervan was the king 
of Sassanid origin whose reign coincided with the period of prophet 
Muhammad in Arabia i.e. 570 AD. According to one tradition of the 
Prophet, prophet had proclaimed that he was born during the period a 
just king was ruling over Persia. However the Iranian thinkers had 
Islamicised Anausherwan with the modicum of truth and 
Anausherwan came to be regarded as a noble king both in the 
Zoroastrian and the Islamic traditions. Undoubtedly he was the most 
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just king of Persian whose justice became proverbially famous by 
and large in the Islamic wisdom and tradition and Firdausi have 
eulogized I a sizeable section of the Shahname. He was held as a 
king who stood for law and justice on Iran and his pity was 
unmatched all over the world. He had built a palace and also 
respected the rights of his subjects whose small hut was kept intact 
within the vicinity of the palace. He was also a king who was adored 
besides pity and justice as a great monarch of Persia or an icon in 
Islamic  tradition who brought about effervescence in the culture and 
civilisation of Iran. His ‘adl  or sense of justice has remained 
proverbial in the Islamic tradition though he was a Zoroastrian king 
of Iran. Nonetheless the post-Islamic Persia  always held him as an 
icon of justice in the Islamic tradition and civilization. Firdausi and 
Al Ghazali both have paid glowing tribute to the monarch in their 
works. 

 
The Shaname and al Tibr AL Masbuk fi NaSiHatil Muluk 

represent two difference genre of literature one written in Persian and 
the other in Arabic but they share several commonalities and 
primarily regarded as an account of Islamic wisdom, culture and 
civilization. One would opine that Firdausi was the precursor of 
narrative literature in Islamic Persia and his narratives have been 
followed emulated and preserved by later Islamic thinkers. Nizamul 
Mulk Tusi, the grant vizier of the Seljuk period, took leaf from the 
Shahname as much as the council to the kings of Seljuk period was 
concerned. The noted vizier took the best of Shahname to his 
NaSiHatul Muluk and gave the bitter truth in sweet coating to the 
arrogant kings of Persia. NaSiHatul Muuk owes a great deal of its 
literary and substantial formation to the immortal Shahname. The 
circle comes to its final shape when al Ghazzli appears on the literary 
scene of Persia and began to write the  al Tibr AL Masbuk fi 
NaSiHatil Muluk wherein he made the golden councils to the Persian 
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kings and Princes. al Tibr is in fact an offshoot of the Shahname 
bearing its fruits of wisdom to the Persian aristocracy. Its appeal 
went far beyond Persia and its reception could be seen in the entire 
Seljuk world on Anatolya and Iran alike. Like Shahname al Tibr is 
also characteristically famous for simple linguistic constructions.  

 
One is pleased to see the formation of simple and elegant words 

and phrases in Shahname which are regarded as the purest and the 
most beautiful expression of linguistics in Persia language and 
literature. Similarly in the al Tibr al Masbuk one is equally 
astonished to find a Persian writing Arabic effortlessly and at ease. 
Al Ghazali’s expression in Arabic is after the fashion of Firdausi. 
Usually in Arabic instead of simple expression, compound 
expressions were preferred over and considered a great linguistic and 
literary expression. Al Ghazali chose a new path in the linguistic 
domain of Arabic and judicially employed simple expressions of 
Arabic in al Tibr al Masbuk  which is indeed a new and successful 
experiment in the linguistic domain of Arabia. The book is rich in 
thoughts and philosophical expressions in which meaning is given 
priority over sounds of words. This can be taken as a beneficial 
impact of Shahname on the literary Arabic trend during the Saljuk-
Abbasid period.  

It is interesting to note that Shanmame has also been regarded 
by the scholars as a great book on Mirror for the Princes. Like 
Gazali’s Al Tibr, Shahname also devotes its large portion on advices 
for the kings, princes and ruler. Both Firdausi and al Ghazali place 
the burden of establishing the right model of conduct squarely on the 
shoulders of the king. In the Al Tibr Al Ghazali tells us, “If a king is 
upright… his officials will be upright, but if he is dishonest, 
negligent, and comfort-seeking… officers implementing his policies 
will soon become slothful and corrupt.” (al Ghazali: 102) Al-Ghazali 
begins this section by citing a saying known to Arabs: Nothing is 
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more damaging… and more prejudicial and sinister for the king than 
royal inaccessibility and seclusion. (Al Ghazali: 93) Similar kinds of 
advice have been given to Lohrasab in Shahname. Both Firdausi and 
Al-Ghazali wrote of deputies in the context of ministerial posts at the 
Sultan’s court. They likened the minister of a ruler to the companions 
of the Prophet (s). To support their case for securing good ministers 
he wrote that even the Prophets were commanded to consult the 
learned and wise among his companions. “And consult them in 
affairs. Then when you have taken a decision put your trust in God.” 
(Qur’an 3:159) Prophets even asked God to appoint a deputy for 
them as in the case of Moses (see Qur’an 20:29-32). 

Thus Firdausi and Al Ghazali in their writings have adored the 
Persian civilisation and its defenders as well as the upright rulers 
who created empires based on justice. On the other hand they were 
not so kind towards those unjust and tyrant rulers as they did not care 
about their subject.   
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*Prof. S.A.Hasan 
 

The Rise of Simurgh in the Shahnameh 
 

The overwhelming acceptance of Shahnameh, its narration and 
style of writing throughout Iran and Central Asia happened to 
become the major reason for its further expansion over the course of 
time. The stories of this great epic remembered by heart and traveled 
down to the present generation through various means, display the 
glare and glory of the ancient Iran. This narrative poem has been 
celebrating the achievements of legendary heroic persons of history 
leaving the Odyssey, the Iliad behind and compelling Milton to 
compose the Paradise Lost and inspiring Matthew Arnold to write the 
Scholar Gypsy. Moreover, in many other fields too, our permissive 
age has witnessed the greatness of Shahnameh of Ferdowsi in the 
fact that it has been a book of reference for the poets of Persian 
poetry. All characters of this great epic play a vital role in the lives of 
the people who project heroic zeal and show the pomp and grandeur 
of Iran before the advent of Islam. And for this reason, Shahnameh is 
considered as the national epic of Iran. 

 
The stories and narratives of the Shahnameh, in different forms 

of literature produced in the later periods, filled Iranians with pride. 
The Iranians repulsed Arab and Turkish influence in history and 
always enjoyed ethical and spiritual superiority over them. 
Interestingly, not a single Persian book on literature, history and 
culture can be seen without minor or major reference to Shahnameh. 

The greatest impact of Shahnameh is evident from the mystical 
literature of Iran. The real or imaginary characters of Shahnameh 
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acquired distinct positions in the symbolic and metaphoric mystic 
prose and poetry. 

 
Out of many such allusions, the ‘Simurgh’ appears to be one of 

the major reference points being reproduced in the mystical treatises 
of Iran over and over again. It serves as a model of the devotion 
towards the spiritual master.   

The book ‘Mantequt-Tair’ of great mystic poet, Feriduddin 
Attar redeems the description of Simurgh made by Ferdowsi to a 
larger canvas of literature and mysticism. 

Similarly, other later poets of Persian and Indo- Persian 
literature developed Simurgh from the Shahnameh and thus she rose 
from the ashes of Shahnameh to the greater horizon of Persian 
literature. 

 
In the Western world too this source is being utilized in 

sporting events, theatrical performance, film and music. Hence, 
headlines like Fabulous Hollywood Epic, Epic Contest at 
Twickenham(1957)The     budget  was supposed to have guaranteed 
an action packed epic etc. are testimony to the impact of Shahnameh. 

 
In the Holy Avesta the references of this imaginary bird are 

made as Mereghu Saena which means a bird having huge wings. 
While flying, its shadows cover up the mountain and it has made its 
abode over a tree on the bank of the Farakhgart (perhaps the Aral Sea 
or the Caspian Sea). This tree is very useful in medicine and rests of 
other plants originate from this tree as well.1  

 
Simurgh, Murghaane-Murghaan, Murghe-Farmaanrawa, 

Chaare-gar, Darmaangar, Astura-e-Oruj, Bolandi, Kaamrawaee, 
Neeru, Maujude-Kaamil, Wahdate-Wojud and many other names 
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have been attributed to this bird of Excellence. Simurgh is also given 
the title of Khezar or Peere-Moghan.2  

 
Simurgh is often wrongly translated into English. Phoenix does 

not sound to be the appropriate word as for as the descriptive images 
are concerned. Phoenix is a legendary bird represented by the ancient 
Egyptians as living five or six centuries in the Arabian desert being 
consumed in fire by its own act, and rising in youthful freshness from 
its own ashes and often regarded as an emblem of immortality or of 
the resurrection.3  

 
Simurgh is also often named as (Oghab), the Eagle of enormous 

size and weight and in Sanskrit language Syena refers to (Shaheen) 
the Royal falcon which could have been derived from Pahlavi. 
Syena, according to the book Dinkard, is name of a pious man who 
was born hundred years before Zoroaster and left this world after the 
advent of Dine- Mazdeyesna.4  

 
Similarly, in the early Persian poetry, often Simurgh is replaced 

by Sirang which denotes Ongha also: 
  Juz khayali nadeedam az rokhe-tou 
  Juz hekayat nadidam az “Sirang” 5 
 “No thought is better than your face, 
  No story is better than the story of Sirang.”  
 As mentioned in Farhange-Anjuman Aara of Raza Qoli Khan 

Hedayat, “Sirang i.e. Simurgh was a well- known physician. But 
generally it is known as a huge bird living in the Kuhe-Qaaf and does 
not mix up with the people. It has looked after Zaal and was 
supporter and teacher of Rustam. Sheikh Attar in his book “Manteq-
ut-Tair” symbolizes this name as an Ascetic who lives in the Alborz 
Mountain. Abdul Wasey Jabali refers to her as: 

Mansookh shod Muravvat –o- maadum shod wafa 
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Zin hardo naam maand chu Simurgh-o- kimiya 6 
“Generosity and fidelity have disappeared 
  But, these two names are still in use like Simurgh and 

Kimiya(Alchemy).”  
According to Shahnameh, Simurgh lives in the Alborz 

Mountain and Simurgh is also known as Sirang: 
Az aan jayegah baaz gashtan nabud 
Ke nazdike daryaye-Sirang bud 
“From there, no point of return was possible, 
  This was near the Sirang Sea.” 
Or 
Yeki kuh bud naamash Alborz kuh 
Be khorshid nazdik-o-dur az goruh 
Bedaanjaaye Simurgh raa laaneh bud 
Ke aan khaaneh az khalq bigaaneh bud 
“There was a mountain known as Alborz, 
It was very close to the sun but far away from the crowed, 
 
Simurgh, there made her abode, which is hidden from the eyes 

of the masses.” 
Simurgh was pronounced ‘Sen-muruv’  or Sene-muruk in the 

Pahlavi language. 7  
Simurgh, as described in Shahnameh, is an extra- ordinary bird 

and lives at the peak of Mount Alborz, whose head touches the stars, 
and at the foot of this mount was laid the child of Saam: 

Yeki kooh binee sar ander hawa 
Bar oo bar yeki murgh farmaanrawa 
Ke Simurgh khaanad wara kaarjuy 
Chu parrandeh kuheest paikaarjuy 
“A mountain which you see in the atmosphere,  
And In that plain there ruled a bird, 
The wanderers call her Simurgh. 
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This mountain- like bird is enormously brave.” 
 
The discovery of Simurgh is indebted to the birth of Zaal. As 

mentioned in Shahnameh, Saam was informed that God has given 
him a heir, the mighty warrior is blessed with a son, a moon –faced 
boy, beautiful of face and limb, he should not be blamed if he looks 
like an aged man, it is a gift of God, do not allow the evil feelings to 
enter your heart. When Saam listened to the description, he arose and 
entered the room where baby was lying. In his instant reaction, he 
cried saying, O the compassionate and just Provident, O the source of 
happiness, kindly allow me to share my agony with you. I have not 
committed any sin; I have never been following the path of Ahriman, 
behold my repentance and pardon me if I have done anything wrong.  

 
This baby has brought fits of anger to me, I feel myself 

ashamed. What would be my position before the nobles! Would I be 
able to defend myself against the volleys of their questions! O God, 
remove this strain from my face, save the land of Iran from ignoble 
deeds. 

Thus as a result of his anger and anguish, he commanded his 
servants to keep this child away from his land of jurisdiction. The 
infant who was planted unsparingly at the barren foot of Alborz, by 
sucking his fingers he was easing his hunger and thirst, could not 
remained unnoticed by the gigantic Simurgh. Simurgh brought him 
to her abode. Her heart filled with compassion for the infant and she 
told her young springs to treat him like a brother. Many months and 
years then rolled down and the boy grew up to the best extent of 
grace and grandeur. The treasure-trove of the land cannot remain 
hidden forever. 

 
Thanks to the dream that cursed upon the Saam, the Son of 

Narimam. The interpretation by the Mubids compelled a father to 
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repent for the ungratefulness to God. He, not sparing a single 
moment, rose to the occasion and set his army out towards the 
Alborz. When Saam and his army were wandering spirally round the 
uneven surface of the mount, it was again the kind- hearted Simurgh 
who rushed to the help and took him right up to her nest where the 
beautiful Zaal was resting.  

 
In the mystic literature, Ongha has been used very commonly in 

place of Simurgh and even the name of her abode has been changed 
from Mount Alborz to Mount Qaaf. The meaning of Ongha in Arabic 
language is long-necked body. It is the same imaginary bird which is 
called Phoenix or griffin in the European languages.8  

Ongha shikare kas nashawad dame- baazchin 
Kinjaa hamishe baad bedast ast daam ra (Hafez) 
“Ongha can never be trapped by the hunters, 
In such cases nothing is trapped except for the wind.” 
 
The attention of Sufi- think tank is often drawn to the theory of 

evolution from inferior to the superior. And thus they, in their 
discourses to the followers, present the case of Devine search by 
sighting examples as to how the group of ordinary birds approaches 
the top most ranked Simurgh or Ongha or Homa. 

 
A Persian Sufi of 12th century, Attar’s masterpiece is The 

Conference of the Birds, an epic allegory of the Seeker’s Journey to 
God. When all the birds of the world convene and determine that 
they lack a King. One bird stands forth and offers to lead them to a 
great and mighty monarch. Initially excited, each bird falters in turn, 
whereupon their leader admonishes them with well- targeted 
parables. These pithy tales are the delight of four and half thousand 
line poem. What is your excuse for not seeking God? Your life is fine 
already, you prefer material pleasure, you aren’t holy enough, and 
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you have pride, lack courage, or are burdened with responsibility. 
Attar has an answer to encourage you on the path? And when you get 
to the Promised Land, who is the king that you will find? It may not 
be who you would expect, but you must make a journey to this tale. 

 
Hast wadiyye- talab aaghaze-kaar 
Wadiye- ishqast az aan pas bikenaar 
Bar soyum wadist az aan maarefat 
Has cheharum wadi isteghna k 
Hast panjom wadiye tauhide-pa 
Pas sheshom wadiyye- hairat bimnaak 
Hamchenin wadiyye- faqrast-o- fanaa 
Baad azaan raaho- rawish nabuwad toraa (Manteq-ut-Tair, 

Attar) 
“Led by the Hoopoe, the birds of the world set forth in search 

of their King, Simurgh. Their quest takes them through seven valleys 
in the first of which a hundred difficulties assail them. They undergo 
many trials as they try to free themselves of what is precious to them 
and change their state. Once successful and filled with longing, they 
ask for wine to dull the effects of dogma, belief and unbelief on their 
lives. 

In the second valley, the birds give up reason for love and, with 
a thousand hearts to sacrifice, continue their quest for discovering the 
Simurgh. 

The third valley confounds the birds, especially when they 
discover that their worldly knowledge has become completely 
useless and their understanding has become ambivalent. Devoid of 
their earthly measures, they lose their ability to distinguish right from 
wrong. 

 
The fourth valley is introduced as the valley of detachment, i.e., 

detachment from desire to possess and wish to discover. The birds 
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begin to feel that they have become part of a universe that is 
detached from the physical recognizable reality. In their new world, 
the planets are as minute as sparks of dust and elephants are not 
distinguishable from ants. 

 
It is not until they enter the fifth valley that they realize that the 

unity and multiplicity are the same. And they have become entities in 
a vacuum with no sense of eternity. More importantly, they realize 
that God is beyond unity, multiplicity, and eternity. 

Stepping into the sixth valley, the birds become astonished at 
the beauty of the beloved. Experiencing extreme sadness and 
dejection, they feel that they know nothing, understand nothing. They 
are not even aware of themselves. 

 
Only thirty birds reach the abode of Simurgh. But there is no 

Simurgh anywhere to see. Simurgh’s chamberlain keeps them 
waiting for Simurgh long enough for the birds to figure out that they 
themselves are the Si(thirty) Murgh(birds). The seventh valley is the 
valley of depravation, forgetfulness, dumbness, deafness, and death. 
The present and future lives of the thirty successful birds become 
shadows chased by the celestial sun. And they, lost in the sea of His 
existence, are the Simurgh”.9  

 
In the series of events, there are seven stages of Devine search, 

which begins from Talab, and then passes through the Ishque, 
Maarefat, Isteghnaa, Tauhid, Hairat and finally Faqr-o- Fana.  

Parts from Mantequt-tair, there are a large number of treatises 
in the Persian language in which we find symbolic and metaphoric 
expressions based on Imaginary Birds. After Ferdowsi, the one who 
makes full use of such tales in his work is none other than Avicenna 
(Died in 424 AH). He, while discussing about the journey of soul to 
its ultimate destination, considers the pain and anxiety of a bird 
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which is trapped by the hunter allowing rest of the birds to fly away 
and march onwards in search of the King of Birds for their safety and 
security. 10  

 
Avicenna was followed by Ruzbahan Baqoli Shirazi (522-606) 

who wrote his Resaalah on the same issue and reconfirmed the flight 
from Makut to Jabarut accordingly. 11  

Imam Ghazali (Died in 550AH) in his Arabic book namely 
Resaalat-ut-Tair represents various kinds of birds wandering in 
search of their master and as a result, they approach Ongha with 
great hardship and difficulties. This book was reproduced in Persian 
by Ahmad Ghazali, brother of Imam Ghazali. 12  

 
Another Sufi scholar namely Shahabuddin Sohrwardi (Died in 

586AH) translated and annotated the work of Avicenna into Persian 
and discussed the eternity of soul by sighting examples of those birds 
who made efforts in this direction.13  

In a similar fashion, Baihaqi (Known for Tarikh-e- Baihaqi) 
wrote Resalat-ut- Tair in 543 AH. And later on, Ali Sheir Navaee, 
Fani brought out the same account in his famous book Lesaan-ut-tair 
in 892 AH. 14  

Conclusion 
 There are many more poets and authors of Persian literature 

and philosophy who have distinguished themselves either by 
adopting Ferdowsi’s style or narration or by making a mere trans-
creation in their works. We find in literature different shades and 
colours of Simurgh in particular, such as White Simurgh, Black 
Simurgh, Blue Simurgh and even multi-coloured Simurgh etc….all 
these appearances are based upon the eyes of the beholders. The 
Persian paintings too do not spare any imagination of which Simurgh 
is a part. The proverbial expression that “Poetry is the register of the 
Arabs” and the poetical expression that all other people of the world 
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are deaf and dumb except for the Arabs, have been countered by the 
exponent of Tus very powerfully; to the extent that the characters 
evolved by Ferdowsi are still alive in the minds and hearts of the 
whole world including the Arabic-origin Turks. 
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Islamic Initiation of a Pre-Islamic Myth: 
From Shahnameh to Rostamnameh 

 
Abstract  

& Introductory Remarks 

Unlike its wide acceptance in the Persian culture today, the 
Shahnameh was not much favored among the Persian Muslims 
during the first centuries of the Islamic calendar.  In fact the epic 
received sharp criticism on the assumption that it harbored 
Zoroastrian beliefs. The controversy became so hot that at a point in 
time that promoting it and acting favorably towards it came to be 
regarded as an act of blasphemy.  

Yet the epic survived, and some of its prominent heroes – such 
as Rostam – penetrated deep into the body of the Islamic literature 
and secured permanent positions next to the Muslim saints. The 
visual arts have been an effective tool in promoting Shahnameh 
among masses and bridging its pre-Islamic sources with the Islamic 
identity of Persians in the eras proceeding Ferdowsi. Page 
illuminations that resembled decorations of Islamic manuscripts, 
along with illustrations that carried Islamic symbols & emblems 
paved the way for the Shahnameh and brought it to the highest peak 
of national pride and cultural identity – Persian and Islamic 
combined!  
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On the other hand the magnificent character of Rostam, the 
leading hero of the epic, his courage, wisdom, devotion, loyalty and 
morality appealed so deeply to the masses that the collective wisdom 
of the society decided to treasure him. This found expression, at the 
initial stage, in the creative imagination of the masses as reflected in 
the body of the folklore and, at a later  stage, in the form of refined 
literature – poetry as well as prose.  

Rostam Nameh, a manuscript dated 1038/1628, is a unique 
poetic account in this respect. The book is composed in the similar 
epic style as Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh.  Recounting a spiritual dream 
that takes place at Imam Ali’s shrine in Najaf (or a story heard in the 
shrine), the book describes in a masterly manner the process in which 
the pre-Islamic legendary hero of Shahnameh (Rostam) converts to 
Islam in an encounter with Imam Ali.  

This paper tackles the process of Islamicization of the 
Shahnameh epic from two angles: literatue and visual arts. 

a) The literature part will be focused on the timeless qualities 
of Rostam as a universal model, a “perfect man”, qualities that 
transcend religious and ethnic affiliations. Using Shahnameh and 
Rostamnameh as core sources, it will also discuss the role of a single 
hero in reconciling pre-Islamic and Islamic identity of a nation. 

b) The Visual arts aspect will be dealt with through an study 
of the Islamic elements in the illustrations of a Safavid Shahnameh 
(dated (1021AH/1612 CE) preserved in the manuscript collection of 
the International Institute of Islamic Thought and Civilization 
(ISTAC) of the International Islamic University Malaysia. The 
volume is penned in fine Nasta’liq style scribed by Ibn Hassan (or 
Mohsin) al-Kermani. It starts with an attractive sarlawh in lapis lazuli 
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and gol. The manuscript is further adorned by 29 magnificent 
miniature paintings in Isfahan school style. 

 
History or Myth  
Historical studies report of the existence of a tradition of 

historiography of the kings and dynasties in the pre-Islamic Iran. It is 
said that Sasanians (224-661 CE) possessed a variety of historical 
traditions – ranging from ‘official’ royal or priestly histories to more 
popular works on the heroic deed of great Iranians.27  The actual 
documents to support such claim, except for some religious accounts 
from the remaining parts of the Avesta from the Sasanian period, 
however, are very rare.28 A reason for such lack of solid secular 
historical evidences may be found in the nature of assessment of 
‘reality’ by mystic Persian mindset that made it difficult, even within 
the literary accounts such as the Shahnameh,  to distinguish between 
legendary, semi-legendary and historical elements. As a mater of fact 
during the period of compilation of the Shahnameh, the Samanids 
(819-999 CE) were experiencing serious crisis, which may have 
resulted in the lack of a proper dynastic history.  

In order to reach an in-depth understanding of the status of the 
Shahnameh in the Persian history and its eminence as an anchor of 
national pride and social identity, one is required, along with other 
requirements, to comprehend the mindset of the race that led to the 
creation of such masterpiece. Only then the true role of the epic in 
the process of its religious transformation will be unveiled. 

 
                                                 
27 For an account of sources see Julie Scott Meisami (1999), Persian 
Historiography To The End Of The Twelfth Century, Edinburgh University 
Press  
28 For an account of the Zoroastrian religious texts carrying historical data 
see Hosein Kariman(1997),  A research into Shahnameh (Persian) , edited 
by Ali Mir Ansari, Iran  National Archives Press,  Tehran,  pp. 15-18  
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It is important to note that the concept of history or 
historiography for that matter, for the people ancient traditions differ 
from the modern notion that tends to treat history like empirical 
‘sciences’. In traditional cultures one cannot expect a clear-cut 
separation of history and myth/religion, because myths deal with 
archetypes, and living with archetypes (that are timeless in their 
essence) would help man achieve a ‘real’ experience of life within or, 
in Mircea Illiade’s words, “a primordial hierarchy, the revelation in 
illo tempore of the norms of existence, a disclosure by a divinity or 
mystical being.”29   

 
Unlike the modern perception of time and history that regards 

everything as a byproduct of ‘history’, the traditional mindset 
evaluates history as an accident of religious reality. Hence the 
presence of the ‘unseen domain’ in life’s events is regarded as more 
significant (more real) than that of the material elements. Traces of 
this worldview are eminently clear in the Sasanian relief works. (See 
image 1)  

 

                                                 
29 Cosmos and History: The Myth of the Eternal Return,  Translated from 
the French (Le Mythe de L’eternal retour: archetypes et repetition)  by 
Willard R. Trask, New York 1959, p. 95 
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Figure 1: Relief from Taq-e Bostan (Kermanshah Province, 

in Iran) from the era of Sasanian Empire. The figure in the middle 
is believed to be King Khosrow Parviz (590-628 CE) whose 
kingship is endorsed by the presence of two mythical/divine 
figures: Ahura Mazda (to the right) and the Persian Goddess 
Anahita (to the left). 

 
The same perception is also reflected in Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh 

where history and myth combine creatively to produce a ‘usable’ 
presentation of ‘the pasts’ – from the immemorial time of creation of 
the world to the introduction of the arts and formation of civilization 
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(invention of fire, cooking, metallurgy, law, etc), all the way to the 
Arab conquest.30 

 
Book of the Kings or Book of the Sins!  
It is significant to understand that Shahnameh is not just a 

literary work, but a strong sense of history is imbedded in it. In fact 
the Shahnameh goes beyond history to the domain of philosophy of 
history.31 Monarchs, heroes and villains come and go like constant 
succession of sunrises and sunsets; some characters live for hundreds 
of years – as do some of the characters of the Mahabharata, the Bible 
and the Qur’an – while others live a normal life spans. In the mean 
time the book covers some 3600 years in four dynasties, the first 
dynasty of which is mythical, the second legendary, and those in 
third and fourth historical, spanning the historical events of 150 
B.C.E. to 632 C.E.32  

Ferdowsi was a devoted Muslim; he displays his deep love and 
respect for the Prophet Mohammad (pbuh) in a few couplets of his 
                                                 

30 See Donna Rosenberg (1997), Folklore, Myths and Legends: A World Perspective, 
NTSC Publishing Group, Chicago, p. 98‐99     
31 Shahnameh provides a historical account of the pre-Islamic Iran. It is 
also important to the contemporary adherents of Zoroastrianism, in that it 
traces the historical links between the beginnings of the religion with the 
death of the last Zoroastrian ruler of Persia during the Muslim conquest. 
But the work is certainly beyond a historiography as its main aim, it 
appears, is an idealism. In this sense the author tends to tint the entire 
history that he is presenting with ethical values, good and evil, and the 
importance of sacrifice in this sacred battle. He brings in supernatural 
forces and mythical creature (all existing in the folklore) to provide a sense 
of meaning to history from its beyond. This is philosophy of history.   
32 Donna Rosenberg, p. 98-99 
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grand epic Shahnameh. However, as “The Book of the Kings” was 
intended to provide an account of the history of the Persian 
monarchs, the text is naturally tinted with the colors of pre-Islamic 
culture of Persia. But the mindset of some newly converted Persian 
Muslims did not favor such association. Still young and 
inexperienced in building up an Islamic heritage for Iran, many 
attacked Shahnameh on the assumption that it harbored Zoroastrian 
beliefs. The heat was spread to a level that reading Shahnameh came 
to be regarded as an act of profanity. Books were written and poems 
were composed to confront the Shahnameh wave: 

The oldest account of such attacks is the Alinameh33, in which 
the author belittles Shahnameh by calling it “Mogh Nameh” (Book of 
the Zoroastrians), and encourages the readers not to read it and to 
read Alinameh (Book of Ali) instead: 

 ..ر  کن  در آثار اشراف  توـــ نظزن  الف تو               مه شهنامه خواندن ـب    
 

    فرر وـی نامه خواندن بود فخـــعلنر              ـغ نامه  خواندن  نباشد هـــکه م

Another poet by the name of Sheikh Hassan Kāshi (13-14 
century CE) composed on the same line. In his work the Shahnameh 
is reffered to as “the Book of Sins” (Gonah Nameh), which contains 
“False Story” (Qesseh-e Majaz) :34  

                                                 
33 Ali Nameh is a poetry book composed in Mathnawi style by an 
anonymous poet nicknamed Rabi’ in 482 9AH/1089 CE. A facsimile 
edition of the manuscript was published in Tehran by Miras-i Maktoob in 
2009 
34 See Rasoul Ja’farian, Story Tellers in the History of Islam and Iran 
(Qesseh Khanan Dar Tarikh-e Islam and Iran) (Persian), Dalil-e Ma Press, 
pp.120-121;  
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   ذر ز خواندن آنــذر الحــــای پسر  قصه مجاز  مخوان                         الح
   ٣٥نامه اد  کن زود زين  گنهـــي            ه              ـی  کتاب  شهنامخوانچند  

 
Some writers make their hostility more personal and criticize 

the character of the composer of Shahnameh from a religious 
(Islamic) point of view: Calling Ferdowsi a “Zoroastrian from a 
Zoroastrian ancestry” (مغ مغ نسب), “fire worshiper” (آتش پرست) or 
“alienated from Islam” (ز اسالم بيگانه), they attack both the manuscript 
and its author as anti-Islamic elements.36  

 
Ibn Hisam Khosafi 37 in his Kavaran Nameh while referring to 

the historical events of the battles fought by Imam Ali and his 
companions adds a mythical edge to the narrative through engaging  
Shahnameh characters (obviously pre-Islamic and in certain cases 
imaginary) in a battle against the Muslim fighters! For instance, 
Bahman, son of Isfandiar who – according to the Shahnameh – 
occupies the throne after Garshasp, emerges in Khavaran Nameh as 
the commander of the Kahavaran army. He is eventually killed by 
Malik al-Ashtar – one of the most loyal companions of the fourth 
Caliph Ali ibn Abi Talib. Imam Ali, according to the same book, is 
the core figure who caused the decline of Zoroastrianism in Iran and 
the establishment of Islamic faith instead.  

 

The Process of Islamization 

                                                 
35 Ibid 
36 The couplets that record the personal attacks to Ferdowsi and his faith 
has been quoted in Mohammad Amin Riahi, Sarcheshmeh-haye Ferdowsi 
Shenasi (  ی ی شناس ای فردوس شمه ه  Institute of Cultural Studies and ,(سرچ
Research, 1372 (Shamsi), pp. 464-465; see also Rostamnameh, 
Introduction by Sajjad Aidenlu,  Miras-i Maktoob, p. xi-xii,  
37 Mohammad bin Hissam al-din al-Hassan, a Persian mystic poet, lived 
during 8th and 9th cent. AH (14th-15th cent CE) 
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As already mentioned, the intermingling of fictional and factual 
events, inspired largely by religious sentiments, gave birth to a wide 
range of works of literature, poetry as well as prose. In the earlier 
examples, ‘Islamic’ and ‘Iranian’ where treated by the authors as 
mutually exclusive forces and, understandably, pious Muslims felt 
the need to attack their earlier identity (Persian Identity) in order to 
defend their new faith. The battle that was taking place in the 
battleground of literature was but a reflection of an inner conflict – 
an identity crisis! The constant criticism of the ‘past self’ as opposed 
to the ‘new self’ gradually led to a dialogue of some sort of 
compromise between the ‘selves’, as a result of which the creative 
minds of the men of pen adopted a new approach. 

 
Hamzeh Nameh (Hamzanama) is among the instances where 

the pre and post-Islamic figures meet and reconcile. A 15th century 
Persian work (anonymous writer) that comprises a collection of 
stories, Hamzeh Nameh  is said to have been compiled to exhibit the 
character of Hamza, Prophet Muhammad’s uncle, but the actual 
stories are far from the said intention. As a matter of fact the work is 
more romantic and fanciful than factual. Hamza of Hamzeh Nameh 
marries Mehrnegar, the daughter of the Sasanian Emperor 
Anushirvan (r. 531–579), a creative step to bring Persian nationality 
to a settlement or reconciliation with its Islamicity. 38   

                                                 
38 The reconciliation took place in various social levels: folk culture, art, literature and 
even the name of the historical sites. For instance, a number of historical sites and certain 
shrines that are known be historically Islamic have been argued to have had pre-Islamic 
origins. An example is the Shrine of Bibi Shahrbanu – a Persian princess (daughter of the 
last Sasanian Emperor Yazdgerd III) who, according to certain sources, married Husayn 
ibn Ali, the grandson of Prophet Muhammad and the third Shi’a Imam. A nearby 
mountain is also named after her. However, some sources attribute the shrine to Anahita, 
the goddess of water and fertility in ancient Persia, claiming that the temple  was renamed 
in Islamic times to protect it from any possible harm after the conversion of Iranians to 
Islam. See Mary Boyce, Bibi Shahrbanu and the Lady of Pars in the Bulletin of the School 
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Rostam Nameh 
Rostam Nameh (The Book of Rostam) is the first part of a two-

part manuscript composed in the same style as Shahnameh during the 
Safavid period (1598–1722).39 The author is anonymous. Rostam, 
the great hero of Shahnameh, as indicated in title of the manuscript, 
is the central figure who converts to Islam in a fantastic confrontation 
with Ali ibn Abi Talib – yet another creative attempt to blend history, 
myth and faith with the intention of sustaining the Iranian 
national/cultural identity within the Islamic worldview and 
religiosity. Apparently the book was based on a widespread oral 
tradition, as written traditions often do. In fact the author of Rostam 
Nameh claims to have heard the anecdote in the Shrine of Imam Ali 
in Najaf (Iraq):40 
                                                                                                                          
of Oriental & African Studies, vol. 30, No. 1, 1967; Mehrdad Bahar (1367 A.H. Shamsi) , 
A Study of Persian Mythology, pp. 446-447 
39 Sajjad Aydenloo has compiled a volume under Rasa’il No. 5, Rustam 
Namah, published by Miras-i Maktub, Tehran, 2009.  
40  The language used raises a certain degree of ambiguity as to whether 
the author has actually heard the tale from someone heard or that the story 
came to him in a dream.  
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 جــــــ به پابوس سلطان تخت ن     رف            ـمشرف چو گشتم ز راه ش
  سرم   بود  بر  قبه  مهر و ماه در  آن   بارگاه   فلک   اشتباه                

  ٤١حديثی شنيدم من ای پاک کيش       ار اجداد و آبای خويش           ـبه گفت
 
King Solomon and King Khosrow 
The event takes place in a ‘time’ when the Zoroastrian King 

Kai Khosrow42 and Prophet Sulayman (King Solomon, c. 1011 - 931 
BC) were contemporary. According to the story, Prophet Solomon, 
has under his command people, animals, fairies and demons.  This 
theme has its reference both in the Islamic sources and in the 
Shahnameh; due to its rich visual content the theme has many 
interested many artists. (See Figure 2)   

Figure 2: King Solomon on the throne, Page from a Shahnameh 
manuscript, late 16 century, British library 

 
The prophet is portrayed in typical Safavid attire sitting on a 

hexagonal throne. The flame-shaped golden hallow around his head 
is indicative of his venerated status. He is surrounded by all sorts of 
creature: The golden sky on the top of the painting is field with a 
wide variety of birds – real and mythical alike – including the famous 
Simorgh. On the next level (beneath the sky) the mountains are 
depicted. As the most elevated earthly platforms they symbolize the 
intermediary realm between heaven and earth. The eminence of this 
stage is stressed upon by the presence of a pair of winged angels (on 
the left). The two angles, which represent the good, are balanced with 
two demonic creatures that symbolize evil on the opposite side of the 
painting (on the right, at a slightly lower level). Then comes the 

                                                 
41  Rostam Nameh, couplets 97-99  
42 Kai Khosrow is among the ancient kings of Persia during Kayanian Dynasty.  He was 
known as the righteous king, who is also praised in the Avesta. In a battle between Iran 
and Turan, Rostam kills his opponent Afrasiab, as a result of which Kai Khosrow 
occupies the throne and reigns over Iran for about 60 years.  
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human level with four people (including King Solomon) followed by 
the animal domain that occupies almost the entire lower part of the 
painting.  

As God’s messenger and instrument of divine will, he sends out 
envoys to various rulers around the world, among them King Kai 
Khosrow, encouraging them to renounce religious traditions of their 
ancestors, demolish idol worshiping temples, and to embrace tawhid 
instead.43  

The Iranian court’s reading of the message was that of a threat 
to country’s sovereignty. Hence an army of heroes, under the 
command of Rostam, is sent to Jerusalem where Solomon is based.44   

Solomon is informed about Rostam’s preparation to attack, but 
assures his army that this is an auspicious event. He speaks high of 
Rostam and predicts that “in this very journey he will become a man 
of faith and shall give up Zoroastrianism”. He then asks the army to 
adorn the court and prepare to receive the “world class hero”. 45  
Rostam is invited to the court, but upon his arrival he finds that all 
the high seats are taken by row fierce demons. Furious by such 
disrespect he commands the chief demon to vacate the seat 
immediately, calling his kind unworthy of occupying high seats and 
claiming that the best seats in all gatherings belong to him. This 
rages the demon beyond measure and a fight blasts. The battle does 
not last long as, in an eye’s blink; Rostam knocks the demon down 
with only one blow. Everyone present is astounded; this includes 
Prophet Sulayman who whispers to his minister Asif 46 that the hero’s 
might has divine origins: 
                                                 
43 See Rostam Nameh, couplets 108-112 
44 Ibid, couplets 113-129 
45 See Rostam Nameh, couplets 130-134 
46 Asif bin Barkhiya was the vizier of Prophet Sulayman.  According to 
Muhammad Baqir al Majlisi (Biharu al-Anwar, vol. 26, p.170) Allah had 
revealed only one of His Great Names to 'Asif bin Barkhiya who, with the 
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 سليمان ز رستم تعجب بماند          جهان آفرين را نهانی بخواند
٤٧ود قوت رستم از کردگارـــــبه آصف نگه کرد کای نامدار          ب     

Rostam and Ali: The First Encounter 
Rostam stays in the court, has a chat with the prophet, joins the 

feast and returns to his companions where he informs them about his 
plan. The next day, early morning, the Persian army is ready. Rostam 
puts on his armour, rides his mount Rakhsh48 and commands his 
army in an attack at Sulayman’s camp, aiming at seizing his crown 
and throne, and taking the prophet with his hands tied to court of 
Persian King Kai Khosrow’s. 49  However, the marching army is 
unexpectedly stopped by a warrior whose horse moved “as swift as 
the wind”. The warrior warns Rostam, in a commanding tone, to 
change course immediately, otherwise harm may come onto him: 

 
ديده   نبرد   دليران  کارـــزد  نعره  کای  رستم  نامدار          نـــب          
٥٠بگردان ازين ره تمنای خويش           مبادا که آيد گزندت به پيش        

… for “Sulayman is not like Afrasiab” and capturing his land  
“is nothing compared to Turan and China” (whom apparently 
Rostam had a victorious experience with), nor are the warriors of 
Sulayman’s army as [vulnerable as] “Akwan, Ashkboos and Kavoos” 
– renowned personalities in the Shahnameh: 

 اد او را رسانی  به خاکــــه  بنيــفراسياب            کان  چو  اــد  سليمـــاشـــنب
                                                                                                                          
power imbedded in that Name, was  able to bring the throne of Bilqis, the 
Queen of Sheba, from her capital to Jerusalem within a wink of an eye  
47 Rostam Nameh, couplets 183-184 
48 The Persian word Rakhsh means luminous. It is the name of the stallion of Rostam. It is 
described by Rostam as: 
"Its body is a wonder to behold, 
Like saffron petals, mottled red and gold; 
Brave as a lion, a camel for its height, 
An elephant in massive strength and might." 
49 Rostam Nameh, couplets  191-205 

50 Rostam Nameh, couplets  ٢١٤-2١5  
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  د ايران و کاووس و طوســـوان ديو است و نه اشکبوس            نه ماننــنه اک
  ه اين ها کمينـــايد بـــم نمــنه اين سرزمين است توران و چين            که رست

  ورـــــامـــم نـــ  ساز  ای  رسته دل آن خيالی که  داری به سر           برونـــــب
  ٥١ودــــنه مانند  ايران  و  توران  ب ن  ملک جای  سليمان  بود           ـه ايــــک

Upon hearing such words, issued from a state of solid authority, 
Rostam experienced his very first trembles of fear! Being a veteran 
warrior he pulls himself together and politely asks his opponent to 
identify himself. The horseman introduces himself as Zaygham (one 
of Ali’s titles) - a brother to Prophet Sulayman!  

Symbolism of Light and Veil    
The dialogue between the two grand warriors is carried to a 

symbolic/mystic level as each of them represent and epoch and a 
worldview: Rostam bears all the highest morals, spiritual and even 
physical human qualities representing Iranian nationality and race on 
the one hand and Zoroastrianism on the other. His opponent, Imam 
Ali, belongs to a later epoch and is representative of Islam. He 
appears wearing a veil over his face while speaking to Rostam. 
Rostam asks about the significance of the veil. Ali’s response is 
symbolic and mystic. He explains that Rostam’s heart is veiled and 
cannot stand the dazzling light of sun of truth (referring to Islam that 
is manifested in him); that his heart has darkened due to his 
association with ‘Din-e Majus’ (Zoroastrian religion). “That your 
darkened sun will regain its light only when you move away from 
fire worshiping. Only then I will remove my veil and you shall 
embrace salvation in this life and The Hereafter”: 

 ه  است اختر رخ آفتابـــــرفتــــکه از ما تو در دل چه داری نقاب               گ
  ورشيد مايل شودـــو مهر خـــ به ت  شود            ل ـاهی ز  قلبت  چه  زايـــسي

  ان شویــل ايمـــ به مردانگی ز اه ان   شوی            ــز دين  مجوسی   پشيم
  ز آتش پرستی شوی چون تو دور  ر  تارت  به   نور            ـــمبدل  شود مه

  ٥٢عقبی  شوی  کامياببه دنيا  و   ه ز چهره بر آرم  نقاب             ــــپس آن گ

                                                 
51 Rostam Nameh, couplets  216-220  
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Battle of Ali and Rostam  
The verbal attack of Ali on Rostam’s faith came heavy on the 

Iranian hero. The flames of his rage rose even higher when Ali 
questioned his fighting skills and advised that: “first you need to 
learn fighting skills from me”: 

 
٥٣بيا اول از من بياموز جنگ          پس آن گه بکن عزم جنگ پلنگ  

The two combatants eventually engage into a man to man 
battle. Rostam initiates the fight using his long lance, but to no avail; 
for Ali grabs tight on the tip of the pole with his mighty fist pulling it 
to one side, and as a result, separating the massive body of the lancer 
from his mount, and tossing him to one side.  

The infuriated Rostam makes his second move using his 
famous “bull-head mace, a memorial from Sam54 and Nariman55” 
(Figure 3); but Ali snatches the heavy club effortlessly and smashes 
it so hard that the mace disappears in the ground: 

 
 ر  شست اوـــه ســـود آن چنان  نيزه  از دست  او             که  گرديد رنجـرب
  م   به  مانند   شيرـــد  رستـــه يک سمت صحرا فکنده  امير            بغريـــب

  ام  و  نريمان  بدش   يادگارـــرپوس  زين   گرزه   گاوسار           ز ســـز  ق
  وبد  به  مغز  سر  شير  نرـــ  سر             که  کد  از غضب  برد  باالیــکشي
  د  و زد  گرز  را  بر زمينـــرفت  از کفش  گرز ساالر  دين            نجنبيــــگ
 ٥٦ ه وی آفرين خواند يزدان پاکـــبخاک              به دستش ضرب از پنهان شد که

 
 

 
                                                                                                                          
52 Rostam Nameh, couplets  231-237  

53 Rostam Nameh, couplet  23٠  
54 Sam is Rostam’s grandfather in the Shahnameh  

55 Nariman is Sam’s father  and Rostam’s great grandfather  
56 Rostam Nameh, couplet  247-252  
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Figure 3: Rostam with his “bull-head mace" (line drawing of 
the mace on the right) a family inherited weapon, the famous bull- 
head mace, over the head of Akvan the Demon; Detail of a page 
from Shahnameh, ISTAC MSS collection, International Islamic 
University Malaysia 

 
 “The sun of your life is about to sink in the darkness of night: 

O’ Arab”, shouts the frustrated Persian warrior.57  “Wait until you 
have a taste of Rostam’s sword … I shall split you in half like a 
cucumber”:  

  عمرت به شبی عرب      رسيده است خورشيداخروشيد و جوشيد و گفت  
ببين        به  فرقت  زنم  تا رسد  پشت  زين   کنون  ضرب   شمشير  رستم  

٥٨ که  ماند  ز  من  در  زمين   يادگار م   تو  را  چون  خيار     دو  پاره  نماي    
This time too, skills of the Persian hero with the sword do not 

get him anywhere. He has not yet realized that Ali is not merely 
‘another hero’ from a different land; that he is relying on the endless 

                                                 
57 It is important here to know about a historical conflict that may be known as “the Arab-
Ajam dichotomy”: The expression “Arab” in certain contexts carries similar negative 
socio-cultural values as “Ajam" – a demeaning expression used by Arabs to address 
Persians. The Arabic word Ajam ( عجم) literally means "one who is illiterate in language", 
"silent", or "mute". The word was used as a racist, derogatory term by Arabs towards 
migrated Persians. (The term has also been used in the contemporary political arena as 
propaganda against Iran by some Arab countries encouraging conflict with Iran.) The 
roots of this dichotomy may be found in the close association of Islam and the Arabic 
language, which, at certain social levels, led to a widespread arrogance among some, to 
regard their native Arabic language as a clear confirmation of their superior Islamicity. 
(Traces of the same mindset are also observed among Muslims of non-Arab origins. 
South-east Asian Muslims, for example, generally favor to trace their genecology to 
Arabs, while being a Muslim from an Indian ancestry may not be as favorable.) Persians, 
on the other hand, were always proud of their rich ancient and refined culture. The 
humiliating expression “Ajam” led to a similar reaction from the Persian side. In such a 
context the term “Arab” was used to express inferior qualities such as primitiveness or 
lack of refined cultural manners. 
58 Rostam Nameh, couplets  254-256 
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divine might in his fight. The round with bow and arrow also leaves 
Rostam in vain.  

Up to this stage all the military hardware has been exhausted by 
both heroes, yet the battle does not have a confirmed victor. The 
encounter reaches its final phase where the combatants have to 
engage in a grapple to test their physical might. Rostam, who has 
never lost a fight in his entire life, goes for Ali’s waist, grabbing his 
belt and making an effort to raise his opponent over his head and 
smash into extermination – a technique that has brought him victory 
in a number of battles. But this rival seemed exceptional! Rostam 
could not even move ‘the lion of God”59 for an inch! “It feels like 
moving a mountain from its base”, whispered Rostam to himself. The 
pressure was unbearable and made Rostam bleed from his nose and 
arm. He looked gloomy and infuriated. It was now Ali’s turn: 

 
“The Arab Amir (Ali), that enemy hunting lion, 

The dignity of grace, mystery of the Omnipotence 
Laughed at Rostam and said: O’ Zaboli60: 
Compare your strength with that of Ali”61 

 
 امير عرب، شير  دشمن  شکار          مکان  کرم   سّر  پروردگار

   ای  زابلی          ببين قوت خويش و زور علی: نديد  و  گفتا  کهبخ    
Rostam Receives Advice from Angels 

Having said this Imam Ali, reaches outs and grabs Rostam’s 
waist, shooting him up deep into the sky where he could no longer be 
                                                 
59 The Arabic “Asadullah” and the synonymous Persian version “Sheer-e 
Khoda” meaning “lion of God” are among famous nicknames of Ali ibn 
Abi-Talib.  Lion represents courage and Ali’s courageous performances in 
the many battles he fought for Islam brought him this honorary title.  
60 Zaboli, a resident/citizen of Zabol; Zabol is believed to be the birth place 
of Rostam in Sistan and Baluchistan Province in Iran.    
61 Rostam Nameh, couplets  273-274  
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seen! This is when moment the attempt to Islamize the Persian hero 
takes yet another interesting turn. Having been thrown up high in the 

sky Rostam himself explicates: 
I heard angles making zikr at the highest heaven,… earth and 

moon darkened in front of my eyes,… hanging in the sky I lost hope 
and felt my soul was about to leave my body,… then I heard 
someone talking to me; the voice said: Oh great hero! Shall you 
desire liberty from this frustration and attain salvation then make 
your intentions pure say ‘Ya Ali’ while descending to earth. 

 ر  بودند   فوق   فلکــه  در  ذکـــک روش   ملک           ــاال   خــــب شنيدم ز
  ان پيش من خيره شدـــجهان در جه من تيره  شد            زمين و  زمان  پيش
  االن   شدمـــــوا  زار و نـــــميان  هبی جان شدم            بشستم زجان دست و

  چه خواهی  ازين غم  شوی رستگارای  نامدار            ی  گفتـــکه  ديدم   يک
 !ز روی  ادب،  نی  ز  روی  فريبمايی  چه   عزم  نشيب           اال  نـــز  ب

  ٦٢تا  شوی  رستگار"  يا  علی"بگو   شهسوار          رسی چون به  نزديک آن
Rostam Converts to Islam  
The Persian warrior is now in the process of transformation. He 

follows the instructions of the angle and, in a critical moment, when 
he is about to hit the ground asks Ali for forgiveness and salvation: 

  ه رسم بزرگان نباشد چنينــــک به چرخم رساندی مزن بر زمين                  
  روت  بود  شيوه  بوالحسنـــاشتی  بر زمينم  مزن                  مچه  برد... 
   ٦٣ان  يا علی،  االمان  االمانـــ ام م، ای  پهلوان  جهان                ــم  رستـمن

You exalted me to the height of heavens; so don’t humiliate 
me after reaching such height; for this is not the manner of the noble 
ones… Generosity is known to be the style of Bul-Hassan: Have 
mercy O’ universal hero, O’ Ali, have mercy – have mercy  

The words taught by the angels prove their magical effect: Ali 
ibn Abi Talib grabs the falling warrior in a swift move, saves his life 
and treats him with grace. Tahamtan (Rostam) bends with extreme 

                                                 
62 Rostam Nameh, couplets  278-283 
63 Rostam Nameh, couplets  291-294 
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respect and humility, and kisses the feet of his savior. The Imam then 
commands Rostam: “Embrace ‘the Din’ so that you may be 
liberated.”64 And with this, “the chief commander of Iranian army 
was given a new life. He gave up the path of ‘Kufr’ and embraced 
‘Iman’ instead. He then learned about the rituals and foundations of 
the Religion, and turned into a devotee of Sayyed al-Mursalin65.”66 
“With the transformation of the son of Zal67 … fire became dark, and 
light gained brilliancy”68  

 ه دين  اندرآ  تا شوی رستگارــــب  دا   گفت  ای   نامدار               ــولّی   خ
  ر بگذاشت  ايمان  گرفتــــره  کف  سپهدار ايران ز نو جان  گرفت               

  ارـد  رستم  از  دوستان کبـنار                چه  شاليد   نور  و  بکاهيد  ـــــبب
  ٦٩ورـت نار و ضيا يافت نـــسيه گش ه کفر دور                چه شد پور زال از ر

The converted Rostam is to redirect his might and high moral 
qualities in bringing his people (Persians) into the new faith. To 
pursue this Imam Ali sends the hero to the court of Prophet 
Sulayman. The prophet receives the Persian hero with kindness and 
respect, spends some time speaking with him and eventually sends 
the hero back to his homeland, to Kai Khosrow’s court on a mission 
to convert Persians to Islam.  

 
Islamization of Shahnameh 
As stated in the introduction Ferdowsi (940 – 1020 CE), a 

devoted Muslim, expresses his deep conviction towards the Prophet 
of Islam, the Four Righteous Caliphs, the companions (Sahabah) and 
the household of the Messenger  (Ahl al-Bayt) in his Shahnameh 
under a distinct section  entitled  “In the Praise of the Messenger of 
                                                 
64 Rostam Nameh, couplets   298 
 chief of all prophets’, title of Prophet Mohammad‘ :سيد المرسلين  65
66 Rostam Nameh, couplets   299-300 
67 Zal is the name of Rostam’s father in Shahnameh 
68 Rostam Nameh, couplet   302 
69 Rostam Nameh, couplet   298-302 
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God”.70 In spite of this, the epic received sharp criticism on the 
assumption that it harbored Zoroastrian beliefs. This was mainly due 
to the subject matter of Shahnameh, which revolves mostly around 
the pre-Islamic themes and the praise of certain figure such as 
Rostam.  The controversy reached an extent that promoting 
Shahnameh, at a point in time, came to be regarded as an act of 
blasphemy. Yet, in the course of time, men of art and literature kept 
the spirit of the Shahnameh alive. The monarchs and patrons 
commissioned numerous copies of Shahnameh, and calligraphers, 
illuminators, painters did their share in promoting the epic.  The 
efforts have brought to us rich collections of the manuscript that are 
preserved in museums and private collections the world over. 
Though the text contents of all the Shahnameh copies are about the 
same, the creativity of the artisans who produced them brought to 
each copy a fresh dimension. Stage settings, costumes, architectural 
forms and decorations, gestures, postures, sceneries, armors, 
weaponry and other pictorial elements help the reader to connect to 
the theme of the epic, while the variety of presentations reflect the 
traditions, manners and aesthetic values of the patrons and societies 
in which they were produced. In other words the works have a 
‘contemporary quality’ in them; this quality helps the audience make 
a dual connection to the Shahnameh in hand: connecting to the 
timeframe of the epic (pre-Islamic/mythological) on the one hand, 
and relating to the contemporary ambiance of the time of its 
production on the other. 

Interestingly, these ‘contemporary qualities’ have also served as 
facilitators in the process of Islamization of the epic. When the 
spectators view the warriors, kings and ordinary characters of the 
Shahnameh appearing in recognizable Muslim outfits, surrounded by 
Islamic architectural forms and decorations he/she connects to the 

                                                 
70 Shahnameh, Book 1, Chapter 7, couplets 4-10 
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epic at a deeper, more personal and intimate levels. A study of such 
elements can bring Shahnameh studies to a new stage. 

 
Tracing Islamic Elements in the Kermani Shahnameh (ISTAC)  

The Manuscript collection of the International Institute of 
Islamic Thought and Civilization (ISTAC)71, in Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia is host to a valuable manuscript of Shahnameh dated 1021 
AH. This beautiful volume is penned in excellent Nasta’liq style. It 
starts with an attractive sarlawh in lapis lazuli and gold, a typical 
opening decoration used in Qur’ans and other religious manuscripts. 
(Figure 4) 

 

                                                 
71 ISTAC is a postgraduate institute of the International Islamic University 

Malaysia  
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Figure 4: The Sarlowh of the Kermani Shahnameh 
(Named after its calligrapher), Courtesy of ISTAC Library 

 
The manuscript is adorned by 29 magnificent miniature 

paintings in Isfahan school style.72 Indeed a dominating feature that 
brings an overall Islamic identity to all the Shahnameh manuscripts is 
the script. Iranians adopted Arabic alphabet after accepting Islam as 
their religion. In fact the contribution of the Iranians to the 
development of Islamic calligraphy is more significant than any other 
Muslim nation.73 The majority of the Shahnameh manuscripts are 
penned in Nasta’liq – a distinctive style invented and used mainly by 
Iranians. Beside the script, all other visual elements speak in a 
culturally “Islamic” language. (See figure 5)  

                                                 
72 For an elaborate introduction of the said manuscript see: Amir H. 
Zekrgoo, ‘An Illustrated Safavid Shahnameh from the Collection of the 
International Institute of Islamic Thought and Civilization’ in Congress of 
Isfahan School: The Collection of Essays on Painting, Iran Academy of 
Art Publishing, 1385 AH (Shamsi)/2005, pp. 417-428  
73 The credit of establishment of the rules for ‘the six styles of cursive 
writing’ (including Naskh style, that most of the Qur’ans up to the present 
day are written in that script goes to Ibn Muqla. Ibn Muqlah (died 939) was 
a native of Shiraz (Iran) and a minister to four Abbasid caliphs of 
Baghdad.  
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Figure 5:  King Kai Khosro offers the imperial treasures to 

Rostam; Detail of a page from Shahnameh, ISTAC MSS collection. 
The architectural forms and decorations are clearly Islamic 

(Safavid to be precise). The blue dome on the upper right, the 
stylized curved brackets at either side of the main stage, the floral 
designs and arabesques all create an interior that is associated with 
the Muslim style of life. Even the carpet design, the throne, and the 
attire worn by the characters (long robes, vest, and waist-shawls) 
have their root in the 16th-17th century Muslim tradition. The 
rectangular opening at the center leads to a flower garden with a tall 
cypress tree that extends out of the picture frame into the text area 
and outside it into the upper margin. Cypress is among ancient 
Iranian symbols associated with righteousness, pride and longevity. 
In the Islamic period it continued to present the same qualities and 
was designated as a symbol for tree of life. 

Another remarkable feature is the ‘flags and finials’. They are 
among popular elements, especially with the battle scenes.  Quite a 
number of the flags depicted in the paintings of this Shahnameh have 
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a finial on the top with the name Allah engraved on them! Having in 
mind that all of the events of Shahnameh take place in a pre-Islamic 
time frame, the presence of this “purely Islamic symbol” is both 
interesting and thought provoking. (Figures 6, 7 & 8)  
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Figure 6: Detail of image from folio 149-b, Shahnameh, 
ISTAC MSS collection. The red flag is adorned with floral motifs 
and a golden panjeh finial with the name “Allah” engraved on it. A 
line drawing of the flag is provided on the right 

 
                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Detail of folio 157-a, Shahnameh, ISTAC MSS 

collection. The red flag is adorned with floral motifs and a golden 
finial with the name “Allah” engraved on it. A line drawing of the 
flag is provided on the right 

  
 

 
Figure 8: Detail of folio 157-a, Shahnameh, ISTAC MSS 

collection. The red flag is adorned with floral motifs and a golden 
finial with the name “Allah” engraved on it. A line drawing of the 
flag is provided on the right 

Presenting an elaborate account of the visual elements of this 
Shahnameh is beyond the scope of this study. The author has been 
studying the said manuscript for the past few years and has presented 
several talks and papers on the subject. He has been working on a 
bilingual coffee table book (English and Persian) with images, 
drawings, tables and charts; with chapters that would cover various 
aspects of the work with symbolic elements, vegetation, clothing, 
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weaponry, architectural forms, etc. Over seventy percent of the work 
is completed. It would be a comprehensive work that would set 
outlines for multidimensional studies on illustrated manuscripts in 
general, and on Shahnameh in particular. It is hoped with the grace of 
God the necessary support (funds and technical) will be made 
available so that the book will see the light of publication soon.  

 
 


